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I Foreword 
PRECEDING PAGE ZLANK NOT FILMED. 
Parts zmcl materials application review is one of the activities prescribed in NASA Reliability 
Publication NPC 250 -1 entitled "Reliability Program Provisions for Space Systems Co~ttrazkrs .  
A s  described therein, this function calls for: (1) reviewing the applicability of each part and 
associated materials in each component to assure their adequacy in meeting mission require- 
ments, (2) documenting these reviews, and (3) using them as an input to formal design reviews. 
Consistent with the scope and purpose of NPC 250-1, the above provision permits latitude in 
selecting implementation approaches to fit specific requirements of different projects. However, 
there is need for some further illustration of the implementation of the application review require- 
ment to highlight means for: 
I 
I 
1 
(1) Efficiently documenting the data on which the reviews will be based 
(2) Conducting the reviews in a manner which will enable them to support the design review 
program most effectively 
(3) Efficiently selecting the scope of application-review efforts to meet requirements of 
I various projects 
It is the intent of this document to provide this illustration by first describing a logical consider- 
ation of the pertinent requirements of each design and then matching appropriate review activities 
to meet them. 
The principal author of this document is Mr .  J. P. Craig, assisted by Mr.  R. E.  Boss and 
Mr. S. J. Henkel, Jr., all of the Martin Marietta Corp., and the effort has been guided and the 
material edited by Mr. D. S. Liberman of this office. In addition, significant assistance in 
arriving at the final version has been provided through the constructive comments of NASA 
Headquarters offices and NASA field installations, and this is gratefully acknowledged. 
ties, while valid and useful, is only an illustration of one approach and is not to be considered 
mandatory. However, the descriptions of the elements of review activity should be considered 
basic in their general aspect, although various implementation schemes may require variations 
in specific details. 
I t  is emphasized that the particular method shown here for applying application-review activi- 
John E. Condon, Director 
Reliability and Quality Assurance 
Office of Industry Affairs 
NASA Headquarters 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
PURPOSE 
Through contract requirements which reference NPC 250-1 (ref. l), NASA causes its space 
systems contractors to implement a program to select, reduce in number of types, specify, 
qualify, and review the application of parts and materials in all hardware in their systems. This 
effort is called the parts and materials program. NASA also requires a program of design re- 
views, extending down to the component (black box) level. The parts and materials application 
review provides an assurance input to design review that the basic parts and materials have been 
correctly applied in the system hardware design.’ 
activity for  project management and to provide a guide for the performance of effective reviews 
by parts and materials specialists and design engineers. 
The purpose of the present document is to define the parts and materials application-review ’ 
BRIEF DISCUSSION OF APPLICATION REVIEW 
The parts and materials application review is intended to assure that the parts and associ- 
ated materials in each component of the system hardware are adequate for their use. This 
review constitutes a documented, item-by-item verification that each such usage meets specified 
design requirements with adequate margins of safety based on mission requirements for the 
component in question. Although identified as a task under the parts and materials program, the 
application review serves functionally as an element of design review and is conducted by 
technical-level contractor personnel prior to each design review meeting for each component. 
Its purpose i s  to facilitate the examination of the soundness of each part and material usage in 
the component without burdening the formal design review meeting with this exhaustively detailed 
activity. The report of each application review, which identifies parts and materials problems 
in the design, is  an essential input to the corresponding formal design review. Decisions on 
disposition of any problems are made in the design review of the component. Although the basic 
techniques of application reviews are  potentially applicable to any component, most projects will 
find application review to be of most use with electronic components. 
In practice, application review will be the primary tool for achieving detailed scrutiny of 
parts applications but will usually be only a secondary means of reviewing materials applications. 
This does not imply that the proper application of materials is less important but that it is usual 
to perform a significant portion of the review of materials applications in the design review meet- 
ing itself, rather than as a separate activity. Nevertheless, a certain amount of materials review 
is logically an integral element of the review of parts applications, particularly in regard to: 
‘Both the parts and materials program and the design review program are elements of the 
complete contractor reliability program called for in NPC 250 -1 (ref. 1). The purpose, functions, 
and techniques of design review are described in a companion document (ref. 2). For further 
information on design review, refer to these publications. 
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(1) Flammability and outgassing properties of the parts 
(2) Compatibility of leads with metals -joining processes 
(3) Compatibility of parts surfaces with coatings and encapsulants 
(4) Environmental resistance and physical and electrical properties of coatings, encapsulants, 
and insulating materials 
CONTENTS OF THIS PUBLICATION 
Chapter 2 describes briefly the parts and materials program which bears directly upon the 
design function and is the basis for application review. This chapter emphasizes those aspects of 
the parts and materials program which have the greatest impact on the application-review activity. 
A more detailed discussion of the parts and materials program is given in the appendix. 
The application review is considered independently in chapter 3. The discussion therein de- 
scribes the factors affecting the depth of application review as well as the phasing of reviews and 
their content in relation to project milestones. The elements of review activity also are defined 
and documentation methods are suggested which support the normal part-selection process in a 
manner which is also readily useable for application review. 
Finally, chapter 4 discusses the structuring of a program of application reviews and de- 
scribes a method for selecting the scope of review activities appropriate to various levels of 
project requirements. This method is illustrated by examples of activity appropriate to the 
character of several different types of projects and their hardware. 
I CHAPTER 2 
Related Parts and Materials Program Activities 
The parts and materials program selects and guides the application of parts and materials in 
the system hardware. This is the basic "action" activity which application review scrutinizes. 
Two aspects of the parts and materials program are particularly important in this regard: 
(1) For the application-review activity to have meaning, the parts and materials program 
must have a reasonably high level of effectiveness and adequacy in performing its design 
support function. 
(2) The parts and materials program must generate or  obtain all pertinent data for selection 
and application of the parts and materials. For efficiency, it should also plan its normal 
selection guidance and application documentation to present these data in a form readily 
useable in application review. 
This chapter briefly summarizes some of the more pertinent activities of the parts and materials 
program relating to the factors cited above. A more detailed treatment is given in the appendix. 
The parts and materials program comprises a number of activities among which are  selec- 
tion, specification, qualification, testing, source selection and control, documentation, applications 
guidance, application review, and field support. The first six of these activities support the proc- 
ess of selecting and assuring the capability of a list of parts suitable for applications on the proj- 
ect. The function of application guidance includes not only the provision of lists but also direct 
consultation with designers to assist them in selecting parts with optimum capability for specific 
design requirements. Application review is a doublecheck and provides assurance that all these 
activities have resulted in satisfactory use of parts in the design. Finally, field support is a fol- 
lowup function providing support to the project in its later phases for solving parts and materials 
problems that arise in operational use of the system and for accumulating field experience data 
for follow-on tasks or for future programs. 
PROJECT PHILOSOPHIES AND CONTROLS 
The foundations of the parts and materials program activities stem from the project guide- 
lines and controls and cover such areas as: 
(1) The scope of the parts program 
(2) Overall rules for derating 
(3) Parts and materials requirements for components built by subcontractors 
(4) General project data requirements 
(5) Configuration control of hardware 
(6) Parts and materials tests and handling disciplines 
(7) Parts  and materials procurement practices 
PRELIMINARY PARTS AND MATERIALS LISTS 
The first step in parts and materials selection, following establishment of project philoso- 
phies and controls, is the preparation of preliminary parts and materials lists. These lists are  
prepared and used during early design and breadboarding and are refined through the various 
3 
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parts and materials program activities into project approved parts and materials lists for  use in 
the final design- and €light-approved hardware. 
apportionments, and design approaches during the conceptual phase of design and using these re -  
quirements to select an appropriate list of parts,  usually from those appearing on previous parts 
lists. Previous lists might include other project lists, company-preferred lists, o r  customer- 
preferred parts lists; frequently the contract will cite the specific lists to be used. Only par ts  
with good histories and substantial background data should be included on the project preliminary 
parts list. One of the prime functions of the parts program is to qualify these parts on the pre- 
liminary list or to justify the selection of available alternates. A typical format for a project 
preliminary parts list is shown as exhibit A-1 in the appendix. 
be generated simultaneously with it. Parameters much the same as those that affect parts selec- 
tion (i. e., s t ress ,  loads, environment, fatigue, failure probability, and, of course, function) 
should be considered in its preparation. Although the use of a single project format is generally 
accepted practice for the preliminary parts list,  projects will frequently provide the PML data by 
supplementing the standard materials selection data form (see exhibit A-2 in the appendix) with a 
separate listing which identifies each material with its suitability for specifically defined applica- 
tion categories within the system hardware. 
Early activities of the parts and materials program center largely upon the selection of parts 
and materials and verification of their capability to meet part specification requirements and to 
perform in particular applications. Initial selections should be made directly from the prelimi- 
nary parts and materials lists wherever possible, although this restriction may require early 
trade-off in such matters as whether to use a promising design concept which will involve the 
risk of using parts of less known capability. 
als for each component will be made and then verified by qualification testing of each component' 
in  which they are  used. This final selection will in turn evolve into the project approved parts and 
materials lists whichwill be the basis for control of parts and materials usage for the project hardware. 
The preliminary parts list for the project is generated by observing environments, reliability 
A preliminary materials list (PML) identical in purpose to the preliminary parts list should 
Later, when the tunctional design breadboard is  complete, a final choice of parts and materi- 
SP EC I F I CAT I 0 N S 
Each listed part o r  material must be identified and fully described by means of a drawing or 
specification which prescribes physical, environmental, and functional attributes and quality con- 
trols for the item. These specifications or  drawings provide the bases for procurement and the 
standards for part qualification. Existing specifications should be used wherever they a re  ade- 
quate, since this will result in considerable economies in several areas; however, where they do 
not satisfy project o r  system requirements, either modified or  completely new specifications 
and/or specification control drawings must be prepared. 
TEST1 NG 
The performance capability as well as the quality of parts and materials must be supported 
by test data. However, wise use of existing data from established data banks, previous inhouse 
tests,  and vendor tests is necessary to restrain costs and to keep the total test effort within 
manageable proportions. 
be necessary to establish parts and materials capability for selection and procurement. Once 
If existing data a re  inadequate, evaluation o r  qualification tests will 
'Qualification testing of the component does not preclude qualification testing of the parts. See 
the discussion entitled "Specification" in the appendix. 
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the capability of the parts and materials has been established, acceptance testing is required to 
assure ihai ilie i ikerent  capabilitv is retained throughout manufacture and delivery. The extent 
and method of testing a re  dependent upon the prevalent faiiure mode of the part or material, the 
quantity being procured, the level of reliability required, and the acceptable risk. 
APPLICATION GUIDANCE AND DERATING 
The selection and qualification of "good" parts and their inclusion on a parts list does not 
assure proper application of these parts in the hardware design. Parts qualification only assures 
that the part design can meet the requirements of the part specification. Proper application of 
the parts requires that the parts be employed safely within components for tasks where the antici- 
pated usage s t resses  are  somewhat less o r  much less than the rated performance and environ- 
mental capability of the part itself. The extent of this difference between rating and usage s t ress  
(called "derating" o r  "safety margin") will depend on: 
(1) The expected variability of the actual part parameters from rated values 
(2) The expected variability of the stresses in use 
(3) The confidence placed in the calculations o r  measurements of part or material capability 
and of use s t resses  (the less well they are known, the more margin is needed) 
(4) The reliability required of the part in the application 
One of the most important functions of the parts and materials program is to s t ress  a de- 
rating philosophy, policy, and associated practices for the parts on the preliminary parts list 
and to assess the factors listed above for all use applications in order to provide application 
guidance to designers. This guidance can be provided in various ways; the following steps are 
typical: 
(1) Establish a small number of use categories into which all parts and materials applica- 
tions may be classified. 
important environmental parameter and some performance parameters. 
(2) Identify parts and materials as to the use category for which they a re  generally appli- 
cable. 
(3) Provide general derating guides for  obtaining different levels of reliability for each part 
in various use categories. 
(4) Provide consulting service to designers by parts and materials specialists to give specific 
application guidance to supplement the general application guidance above. 
Generally , the provision of application guidance for materials is handled somewhat differently 
Each of these categories implies specified ranges of each 
from that for parts because capability data are available for most materials for most of a proj- 
ect's environmentally defined use (or application) categories (e.g., refs. 3 and 4). This, in turn, 
simplifies preparation of a materials selection list which designers can use with little additional 
consultation for the majority of the applications. This list also reduces the material-suitability 
aspect of application review in these cases to a simple checkoff function.' It is true that special 
environmental o r  functional problems will frequently make necessary a materials selection and 
test program of considerable proportions. But, even under these conditions, completion of the 
test program is followed by a listed approval or disapproval of each material on the project ap- 
proved materials list (AML) (see second section following) for the difficult use category. Most 
3The functional capability aspect of materials application is rarely considered to be other 
than a mainstream design function. Therefore , any detailed application review requirements 
in this area would take the form of special stress or compatibility analysis reports specially 
requested by the design reviewers. 
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projects tend to conduct any further questioning of the application suitability in the design review 
itself. 
DOCUMENTATION 
A large volume of data pertinent to the parts and materials program must usually be accumu- 
(1) The performance and environmental capability of parts and materials 
(2) The usage stresses under which the parts and materials must function in the system 
hardware 
These two classes of data represent the basic information which application review must 
scrutinize in order to assure that each part and material in each component is applied correctly. 
It is therefore of particular importance for effective and efficient application review that the 
parts and materials program plan for the normal documentation of its activities from the outset 
is in a form which is readily adaptable to-or directly useable in-application review. The 
general application guidance data cited in the foregoing paragraphs can be of some use in con- 
veniently summarizing parts and materials capability. Well-devised project-approved parts and 
materials list formats can be even more helpful in this respect; these are discussed in a subse- 
quent paragraph. 
The part selection worksheet should be used to summarize usage requirements for each part 
and associated material application in a component. This item, which is a primary tool used by 
the designer, displays on a part-by-part basis the pertinent part capability data alongside the 
corresponding application requirement data (e. g., design parameter limits, s t ress  and dissipa- 
tion levels, environmental limits, reliability levels, and derating factors or  safety margins). 
Typical formats of these worksheets are shown in exhibit 1, 
A well-devised selection worksheet format (and good project discipline regarding its use) is 
of significant value, not only later in application review but immediately in reducing the number 
of misapplications in the initial design of the component. This is accomplished by helping the 
designer keep specific use requirements fully visible while making his part selections. 
As the development cycle proceeds, the data pertinent to parts and materials capabilities and 
their applications must be updated to incorporate new test results and refined estimates of appli- 
cation stresses and requirements. Failure and failure-analysis information must be a part of 
this updated data. For the later application reviews all this new information must be included in 
the documentation to be reviewed. 
lated and organized during the life of a project. In general, these data deal with: 
PROJECT APPROVED PARTS AND MATERIALS LISTS 
The approved parts and materials lists (APL and AML) for a project summarize the results 
of a large portion of the activity of the parts and materials program. Entering an item on an 
APL or AML for the project certifies that all engineering requirements for the specific uses have 
been met; qualification tests,  failure rate investigations, and manufacturer and vendor determina- 
tions are satisfactorily completed (or, if not, that a decision has been made to accept some defined 
risk from this source); and that drawings and/or specifications for the part o r  material are satis- 
factory. Ideally the format for the project APL and AhXL should reflect these items of information 
specifically. A typical APL format is shown as exhibit 2. It may be noted that this sample format 
is also useful for configuration control, since it provides broad traceability to the applications of 
each part and lists the governing specification and revision letter for it. (See also the discussion 
under this same heading in the appendix.) An AML format, though differing in detail, would be 
designed to provide materials information analogous to the parts information provided by the APL. 
The APL and AML can also serve as basic controls over accepting changes in specifications 
and part drawings and can reveal areas for further standardization. From a project standpoint, 
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Exhibit 2.  Typical project approved parts list format. 
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it is highly desirable to place the APL under drawing-change control and require that it indicate 
active revision symbols. The importance of the APL to control of hardware design justifies its 
inclusion under the broad disciplines of contiguration and data management. This step will sim- 
plify configuration control at part and material levels and improve the traceability of system 
hardware. The data management and configuration control system established for the project 
must be followed in establishing part numbers, status codes, and revision symbols. 
EFFECTS OF APPLICATION REVIEWS 
Application reviews , as design assurance functions, identify problems at an early stage and 
foster economic corrective action. They are an important element in a closed-loop parts and 
materials program. The parts and materials program, disciplined at the outset by the require- 
ment for application review, emphasizes thoroughness and the development of proper documen- 
tation for each phase of its activities to serve as an adequate basis for part selection and appli- 
cation. Application reviews are discussed in greater detail in chapter 3 which follows. 
l 
l 
I 
1 
CHAPTER 3 
Functions of Application Review 
A s  r mted out briefly in the foregoing chapters, the application-review activity, although 
called .m as a task in the parts and materials program, serves functionally as an adjunct to the 
des',n review of each component in the system hardware. (This applies primarily to electronic 
components. ) Because of its detailed nature, the application review is conducted separately from 
and prior to the formal design review which it is to support. Also, because most projects tend to 
review materials applications to a large extent in the design review proper, the application- 
review function devotes more intensive attention to parts than to materials. 
entitled "Application Guidance and Derating'' in chapter 2. ) At lower levels of component "design 
challenge" (difficulty and criticality), the application review takes the form of a desk-type docu- 
ment study, with questions raised by the reviewer(s) and answered from appropriate sources 
(documents or individuals) as they arise. At the higher levels of design challenge, this study is 
conducted in a working group o r  small conference activity, with a somewhat better organized 
method for questioning of discrepant items. 
and materials in the component, is approached functionally by the following steps: 
(See also section 
In all cases the review's objective, which is to determine the soundness of usage of the parts 
(1) Consideration is given to the completeness of data upon which each part and material 
selection has been made 
(2) Safety margins represented by the latest design data or  measurements (e. g. , bread- 
board, prototype, etc. ) are evaluated, and performance characteristics and operating 
environments are reviewed, item by item, to confirm uses of derating and safety factors 
for the part or material in its application 
(3) A l l  discrepancies , omissions, o r  data estimates which are considered unlikely or  not 
sufficiently verified a re  noted 
The structuring of an efficient program of application reviews for any project is more than 
the simple scheduling of a "standard content" application review to precede each component 
design review. The necessary frequency, depth, and approach of application review are deter- 
mined by the design challenges of the hardware in question. The term "design challenge" is used 
here to denote the degree of technical difficulty associated with the design of an item and the 
degree to which mission failure might be influenced by unsatisfactory performance of that item. 
The remainder of this chapter discusses three basic aspects of the application-review 
activity: 
(1) Factors which characterize the design challenge of the component (these factors are  
called "component indicatorsT' for purposes of this publication) 
(2) Elements of review activity (or "review elements") which form a basis for describing 
the scope of review effort appropriate for any component; this discussion also covers 
the role of application review at the principal milestones of the project cycle 
(3) Cost considerations 
The "component indicators" and "review elements" a re  first  identified and then broken down 
for discussion purposes into categories to show a logical gradation of severity of design challenge 
and logical gradations of level of review effort. This is a necessary first step in selecting levels 
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of review activity appropriate to various kinds of designs. The particular categories and grada- 
tions presented here are logical measures of the design challenge and were the basis for develop- 
ment of the method shown in chapter 4 for planning an application-review pmgrxx for a poJect .  
Acy cthcr zoiisisteniiy iogicd gradation scheme used to support another planning method would 
. .  
i probably be equally valid. 
I COMPONENT INDICATORS AFFECTING INTENSIVENESS OF REVIEW 
I DESCRIPTION O F  INDICATORS 
Design challenge is the key influence upon the intensiveness and emphasis of the parts and 
materials program and the application review. For purposes of categorizing the degree of chal- 
lenge, a component design can be described in terms of the following four cri teria or %omponent 
indicators" : 
(1) Complexity 
(2) State of the art 
(3) Extent of testing requirements 
(4) Packaging conventionality 
Complexity 
For a given component, the necessary depth of application review is dependent upon: 
(1) Part complexity 
(2) Total number of parts and materials 
(3) Number of different types represented 
(4) Reliability levels which must be achieved, including the indirect influence of redundancy 
For purposes of this publication, the effects of these factors are collectively considered as 
"complexity. 
portance but, like redundancy, applies indirectly through its effect upon the part and material 
reliability level. Determination of all these factors to an initial order of accuracy is a partial 
output of the conceptual phase of design. 
Other factors implied in the reliability level include environments, performance ranges, and 
tolerances. These enter indirectly into the application assessment as elements of the component 
reliability requirement. Where a reliability requirement o r  goal has not been specifically identi- 
fied, one should be estimated by analyzing program objectives, optimGm cost considerations, and 
other factors. 
A s  a first approximation, the gross part count and the component or system reliability goal 
(reduced to failure-rate terms) can be used to calculate average required failure rates at part 
levels. This average allowable failure rate is an effective index of component complexity since 
it considers not only the number of parts in the component but also a numerical measure of the 
reliability level that the parts must achieve, and thus reflects the ease or difficulty of providing 
suitable parts. 
The criticality of individual parts, components, o r  subsystems to mission success is of im- 
4The indication is made more precise, of course, if the part count identifies the numbers of 
each part type. 
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State o f  the Art 
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bardment, extreme temperature, shock, or vibration also pose special parts and materials prob- 
lems which relate directly to the depth of application review necessary. This category differs 
from the environmental considerations affecting complexity in that a large store of experience in 
terms of part capabilities has not been built up; we are working in areas relatively new and un- 
known. New technologies, processes, o r  materials assume prominence and present problems in the 
evaluation of the sparse data. In like manner, long-life achievement requires close, detailed 
attention, not only during application review and specialized parts and materials activities but 
also in every design discipline. 
The state-of-the-art challenges can be placed in  the following ascending order of severity: 
(1) Conventional design and environments (may include space environments; this class 
implies adequate prior experience) 
(2) Harsh environments beyond those previously experienced by the conventional classes of 
component design (i. e., usual parameters, but at values above the conventional levels 
of part testing) 
(3) "Strange" environments such as nuclear exposure, sterilization requirements, o r  other 
conditions for which part survival data a re  not generally known 
(4) New o r  radical design techniques, particularly in circuitry or  technological approach; 
this gradation also includes extremely low part-failure rate requirements 
(5) Additive combinations of these factors 
Testing Requirements 
The extent of the testing requirements reflects the degree of evaluation deemed necessary to 
give assurance of adequate component performance capability. These requirements are  based on 
the severity of use conditions and criticality of the component's function, A s  these requirements 
become more extensive, more exacting application review is needed to obtain design assurance 
via the "review route'' as early as practicable in the project cycle (i. e., to minimize test failures 
and make possible orderly and scheduled progress through the test cycle). 
Gradations of testing requirements are: 
(1) Conventional qualification testing 
(2) SpeciaI evaluation testing of a new design concept 
(3) Special evaluation testing to assure ability to operate under unusually severe or strange 
environments (or simultaneous evaluation of two conventional environments at a moder- 
ately severe level) 
(4) Formal (statistical) reliability demonstration testing 
(5) Long-life verification testing where mission-life requirements are  so great that reliabil- 
ity demonstration within available real  time is not possible 
Packaging 
Experience with the hardware packaging technique provides a measure of the predictability of 
interactions between the hardware elements themselves and between the elements and the external 
environment. This affects the level of review activity necessary. Assessment of this indicator 
can be graded as follows: 
(1) A standard, well-understood package f o r  which previous experience is available or  such 
a package with only minor modifications (minor dimensional changes, etc. ) 
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(2) A new package design that is significantly, but not radically,changed from a previously 
used technique (package changes which depart significantly from previous designs in 
such areas as dimensional configuration, material, o r  mounting) 
(3) Radical packaging; an entirely new approach or  technique for  which data are scarce or  
nonexistent, probably adopted because of a severe design problem o r  to gain some 
particular design advantage 
EFFECTS O F  EXTREMES OF DESIGN CHALLENGE 
The details to be covered during application review multiply greatly as the component com- 
plexity indicator approaches the best known performances for the parts in question. Cost trade- 
offs are of little influence after the failure-rate requirement has become so severe that confidence 
in the part capability is in question. The application review then serves as a tool to identify 
dangerous failure risks,  and the cost of review in such cases can hardly be compared with the 
cost of failure. 
A t  the other end of the spectrum, components of low complexity will generally base the parts 
and materials effort primarily on special characteristics (extreme environments or  new tech- 
niques) o r  on contractual requirements not necessarily related to technical problems. The appli- 
cation review will follow this pattern and perhaps be included simply as a part of the component 
design review. 
APPLICATION REVIEW ELEMENTS 
The foregoing discussion of component indicators gives a general indication of the character- 
istics of a component which affect the intensiveness of application review needed. 
the scope of review activity can be described in terms of review  element^.^ Six are selected here 
as representing adequate review definition for early program planning. These are: 
For any case, 
(1) Number of reviews 
(2) Sophistication of documentation 
(3) Parameter coverage 
(4) Independence of the review 
(5) Test influence (to what extent the review team can require verification of a point from the 
project test program) 
(6) Skill required of the review team 
The paragraphs which follow discuss each of these elements in greater detail. 
NUMBER OF REVIEWS 
Ope of the first elements to be considered in planning the extent of the parts and materials 
application-review effort is  the number of reviews that is appropriate for each component. Al- 
though this number will be related in a general way to the number of design reviews scheduled 
for the item in question, there will not necessarily be a direct one-for-one relationship. 
selection, rather than in chronological order of project milestones at which they occur. However, 
the functions and requirements of the review at each milestone are also covered. 
The following discussion treats application reviews in the order of recommended priority of 
5All the levels of effort within these review elements a re  guided in a general sense by the 
component indicators and, therefore, are somewhat interdependent. However, despite this broad 
interdependence, considerable latitude exists between the levels of effort from element to element 
even for the same component. 
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One Review 
If the component indicators for the component in question dictate a minimum of review effort, 
the one review selected may be either the breadboard (also called "prepackaging") review or  the 
prerelease6 review. The decision as to which of these is the more appropriate depends on a trade- 
off for the specific design. The basic trade-off factors are: The breadboard review occurs 
ear l ier ,  thereby fostering earlier and more economical correction of circuit deficiencies; the 
prerelease review, on the other hand, affords the opportunity to review a complete design-the 
package as well as the circuit. Where packaging and power dissipation requirements a re  minimal, 
the choice would lean toward the breadboard review. The following discussion of the activities of 
each of these reviews will lend a better understanding of these trade-offs. 
Prerelease review. The most complete single application review that can be accomplished 
in advance of hardware fabrication is the prerelease review. This i s  also the first  opportunity to 
review the detailed package design as well as the circuit. This point, just preceding engineering 
release, coincides with the predominant design review. 
Functions of the prerelease review are  to examine the latest available data and to: 
(1) Assess the status of parts and materials (i. e., specification, test, qualification, vendor 
selection) ; report where these a re  incomplete o r  inadequate; and recommend schedules 
for their completion 
(2) Examine calculated and measured (where available) values of data on local environmental 
and functional s t resses  
(3) Identify conditions with a low margin of safety (adequacy of derating) 
(4) Assess the compliance of parts and materials capabilities to application stresses;  also, 
examine adequacy of testing requirements at subassembly (module) o r  higher levels to 
obtain further data needed to verify low-confidence data used in the assessment 
Since all features of the design can be assumed to be firm at the prerelease milestone, o r  at 
least nearly so, it is theoretically possible to assure by examination that a part o r  material appli- 
cation is satisfactory and will accomplish the intended purpose. In practice, however, the review 
is constrained by the same realities as the design program, including its normal uncertainties, 
schedule pressures,  continued (although diminishing) changes, and test data limitations. If the 
review does not attempt to duplicate or  extend the design effort (which it should not), it serves in 
reality as a doublecheck upon the latter as it was planned and accomplished; it also serves as a 
check upon the adequacy of the parts and materials application activity associated with design. It 
i s  true that the review's judgment will be based generally upon the same measurements and his- 
torical data available to, o r  developed by, the design group. Even so, it effectively reduces the 
chance of overlooking pertineat facts necessary to support decisions and allows varied special 
talents to be brought to bear on the subject. 
Breadboard review. The common disadvantage of a single prerelease application review is 
its delayed discovery of discrepancies. Although the prerelease review gives more confidence of 
mission accomplishment, earlier detection of problems provides a much more direct benefit to 
the design team and offers the possibility of economic gains. The earliest practical review can 
be conducted, although not so rigorously, at the breadboard stage of development, just after 
initial performance measurements a re  completed. 
'The term "prereleasef1 refers to the decision milestone just preceding release of engineering 
drawings for fabrication of flight-configuration hardware. As  used here, it refers to one compo- 
nent; release does not usually occur at the same time for all components. 
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Functions of the breadboard review are to: 
(1) Make a first assessment of the status of parts and materials used in this component (i.e., 
specification, test, qualification, and vendor-selection status) 
(2) Examine calculated (or measured) values of performance s t resses  (in all operating 
modes) in relation to capabilities of parts in order to make a first assessment of de- 
rating adequacy 
(3) Review parts specifications to detect omissions of needed requirements 
(4) Review preliminary part selections for all components for the purpose of reducing total 
number of part types; the cost of reducing the number of types increases rapidly after 
this milestone 
If tolerances, stability with time, and other performance characteristics a re  the predominant 
problems of the design-rather than packaging problems -breadboard application review, instead 
of prepackaging review, would be the logical selection if only one review is to be conducted. 
T w o  Reviews 
If the design problem warrants two reviews, these should be the breadboard and prerelease 
reviews and should coincide with the design reviews conducted at these stages. The cost of the 
two reviews is not so great as it may appear because data developed for the breadboard review 
would have to be developed in any event for the later review. The practical result is a two-part 
prerelease activity offering the advantages of both timeliness and increased assurance with mini- 
mal duplication. In fact, this means that there is little economy gained by a single, prerelease 
review that is not preceded by a breadboard review. 
Three Reviews 
Components of sufficient sophistication to warrant more extensive review effort can be 
expected to experience real difficulty in achieving design goals. In such cases,  added emphasis 
upon planning for the breadboard and prerelease reviews is required in a review at the conceptual 
design stage. This  conceptual review is closely related to the reliability as well as to the design 
effort. It is intended to plan for extracting and coordinating with maximum convenience the data 
developed or assembled by all these activities to a schedule consistent with later reviews. Pri- 
mary functions of this conceptual (or "preliminary") review are  to: 
(1) Define the levels of review to be performed through the development cycle 
(2) Assign responsibility for specific data inputs for each component 
(3) Define documentation requirements and schedules for their delivery 
Four Reviews 
The fourth review to be considered is the postqualification review. These reviews provide 
further extension of application reviews to later development stages to cover changes in design 
and failure-analysis activities and will be necessary in those cases where project characteristics 
are such that design reviews are  also required at this later stage of the project life. Reviews 
following the qualification test phase provide the same benefits in assessing changes introduced 
between release and qualification as those gained in earlier reviews from assessing correspond- 
ing changes at earlier phases. They also permit local simulated environments to be spot-checked 
and unexpected effects to be assessed independently. The postqualification review, by comparison 
with earlier reviews, is an updating activity which presents a very light workload. 
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Five  Reviews 
The fifth review is ilie px . tmise in~  review, The ultimate application review can be held after 
actual mission use of the hardware to assess changes, problems, and failure experience subse- 
quent to postqualification review in relation to the knowledge developed in earlier efforts. Be- 
cause of the attention upon failures at this stage, the principal value of the additional review effort 
is in documenting failures at part levels for future design use. Again, the workload is light so 
that the benefits to the organization and to later projects a re  usually well worth the investment. 
DO CUM ENTATION 
Application reviews, in all cases, a re  based on project data. All  such data must be docu- 
mented as generated or  extracted in the normal project cycle. Generally, they include such items 
as the component specification, parts and materials application worksheets, vendor data specify- 
ing and describing capability of the parts, and parts data bank information (user data). In general, 
application review output documentation reduces functionally to: 
(1) A record of the items and parameters checked 
(2) Identification of the data used to establish a decision 
(3) A statement of results 
If the quantities of the input data are manageable, the output documentation can be evolved from it 
directly. Otherwise, some degree of summarization is needed to provide the reviewer with 
clearer visibility of the vital elements to be reviewed. 
lnput Data 
The different levels of summarization or preparation of input data are: 
(1) Check list 
(2) Data package 
(3) Summarized data 
(4) Summarized data with confidence indication 
Checklist. Except for the most simple case of direct data review described above, the mini- 
mum level of summarization of input data to the review is a checklist with data references, such 
as that shown in exhibit 3. This form extracts key items of the worksheet type of data shown in 
exhibit 1. For convenience, the use of symbols is indicated in the checklist to identify parts and 
materials parameters being reviewed. Thcse parameters and their selection a re  discussed in 
the following subsection. If this checklist procedure is followed in successive reviews, later 
entries can simply reflect revisions or additions by identifying the line number of the original 
item. Discrepancies and a statement of the review's conclusions should be presented in a sepa- 
rate report. 
Data -package. In order to meet more complex requirements, documentation for review 
should be enhanced by assembling actual data reports. The latter, in addition to the checklist, 
will permit convenient detailed examinations of specific entries during the design review o r  
subsequent application reviews. Such data reports might include: 
(1) Calculated values of expected environmental stress levels for the application (early 
program stages) 
(2) Observed values of environmental stress levels of the application (later stages) 
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(3) Measured values of performance parameters in use (as they become available) 
(4) Parts reliability test data (later stages) 
The data package also provides an excellent parts and materials experience file for reference 
by other programs. The check list and data package are used, for the most part, for reviews 
that can treat  environments as constant throughout the component o r  consider local environmental 
variations in only a few key instances. 
Summarized &a. As  design sophistication grows, the examination of the application of each 
part o r  material involves more extensive documentation. In general, when the design challenge 
is greater,  correspondingly larger quantities of data are generated among the design disciplines, 
Under these circumstances, special data summaries are needed to bring the appropriate pieces of 
information together in proper perspective. When this level of project activity is reached, it is 
especially important that test reporting formats established in the planning stage should be de- 
vised so that pertinent application data can be extracted readily for application-review summaries. 
Exhibit 4 is a suggested format for the type of summary data needed in an actual review. In 
this expanded listing: 
(1) Line numbers identify particular part positions within the assembly 
(2) A group of lines (a, b ,  and c) below these numbers permits entries to be made for the 
same part during successive reviews, so that changes in data for each part a re  readily 
detectible 
Four columns record the pertinent data for each principal parameter of a part under 
review (note that these four columns, columns 5, 6,  7, and 8 for the first parameter, 
are repeated as columns 9, 10, 11, and 12 for the second parameter, etc.) 
(3) 
The four columns identify the specific parameter by symbol, the part capability, the derating 
factor, and the application requirement. The last requirement is normally the most severe condi- 
tion to be encountered throughout the mission. Parameter symbols must also distinguish between 
average or  peak values and, perhaps, the mission time phase being considered. Failure-rate 
entries, as parameters, should be related to specific conditions defined by other entries which 
influence the failure rate (temperatures, power dissipations, etc.); o r  they may be defined by a 
preestablished ground rule so that comparisons will be valid. 
The remaining columns to the right of the application requirements (columns 17 through 20) 
a re  optional. They should be designed as a checklist of items to be considered in a specific case. 
Here, they are associated with: 
(1) An assessment of actual test failures 
(2) Review of qualification test requirements 
(3) The criticality of the specific application 
(4) Final approval of a selected supplier 
Summarized -- data with confidence indication. The same format can be used for the next 
higher requirement or  level of review documentation by adding a coded notation to indicate the 
confidence value of the capability entry and the usage requirement entry. Such information is 
appropriate if the design review, at some early phase, expects to consider specific part param- 
eter verification in the test program. Low-confidence entries may be interpreted as a need for 
test verification of a parameter, especially when the application is critical to the success of the 
design. Documentation with confidence coding, therefore, is represented as the most intensive 
order of documentation activity for application review. 
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Reporting of Reviews 
,-- . lhe Ioregoiiig parzgrz~he d e d  with the degree of preparation of data inputs for the application 
review. In all cases,  the review output is a report presenting the results of the review, tnus com- 
pleting the necessary documentation. Reports should highlight discrepancies and problem areas,  
such as data omissions and safety-factor violations, even though corrective action (including test) 
is being taken to clear them. Most important, the organization and presentation of the report 
should support the associated design review. Ideally, reported items will be dealt with specifi- 
cally at that time, and corrective action or  a decision to accept the additional r isk will result. 
PARAMETER SELECTION FOR REVIEW 
The selection of parameters to be reviewed for each part o r  material type is important in 
achieving product assurance. A choice must be made between the extremes of checking &l param- 
eters ,  which is normally both impractical and unnecessary, o r  none, which would make the review 
meaningless. The skills and experience of the review team and designer are  of particular value 
in determining the scope of review and identifying specific parameters. 
The component specification itself is the first guide to the selection of parameters. Specific 
parameters among the various parts which should be checked are suggested, for example, by: 
(1) Need for exceptionally high accuracies 
(2) Need for stability over a broad temperature range or  long time interval 
(3) Unusual environmental conditions (high temperature, shock, vibration, vacuum, sterili- 
zation, etc. ) 
(4) Stringent reliability requirements 
Familiarity with the parts and materials themselves will identify parameters which are ordi- 
narily of principal concern to the designer. The extent of parameter coverage may be categorized 
as : 
(1) Major parameters only 
(2) Major plus selected minor parameters 
(3) Major plus all significant minor parameters 
Major Parameters Only 
When a low-order application review is planned, only the major characteristics of the part 
o r  material for each application will be reviewed, such as stability with time or  environments, 
power dissipation, and operating temperature. As a minimum, factors known to cause a varia- 
tion in failure rate should be considered. In general, this approach is used when environments 
can be considered to be of uniform magnitude throughout a component o r  where there are  only a 
few isolated local variations from the uniform value. If reliability is numerically stated, de- 
rating and safety-factor requirements as well as failure rates should be evaluated and confirmed 
as an independent review function. This gradation includes cases where some parts and materi- 
als are omitted entirely from the review, on the basis of a prior establishment of clear ground 
rules for such omissions. 
Major Plus Selected Minor Parameters 
The next order of review effort should consider separately each s t ress  (voltage, tensileforce, 
power), each environment (local to the part rather than conditions external to the component), and 
each failure rate under the best estimated operating conditions. Many of these parameters need 
not be carried beyond a brief look, provided the capability has an unquestionable margin over the 
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application stress.  Safety factors must, of course, be considered. This gradation includes the 
major parameters of the previous grade and any other parameters desirable o r  included by the 
task definition. 
Major Plus All Significant Minor Parameters 
The greatest depth of application review requires a review of all major and all significant 
minor parameters. This highest level of review differs from the intermediate level in two re- 
spects. A review at this level will consider more of the minor parameters (performance and 
environmental stresses) than will the intermediate-level review, and, most important, a review 
at this level will require greater in-depth consideration of each parameter reviewed. 
Also, at this level of review, the failure-report history of the component is given an addi- 
tional and independent scrutiny by the applications-review team to ascertain whether any of the 
reported failures in testing or  use are the result of part o r  material misapplications. This 
requires that each open and closed failure report be reviewed, the former for the obvious pur- 
pose of examining the history while failure analysis is in progress, and the latter for the purpose 
of reexamining the analysis and closure of each closed failure report from an "applications" 
viewpoint. 
for consideration at design reviews. The difference in this case is that the applications-review 
team conducts a separate and additional parts -and-materials -oriented scrutiny of the failure 
reports. 
It is emphasized that a review of failure-report history of the component is always a key item 
DEGREE OF INDEPENDENCE 
This review element describes the degree of "doublecheck" which the review exercises over 
the parts and materials application process. More specifically, it indicates the degree of techni- 
cal authority of the application-review team to impose requirements on the project design func- 
tions (and the parts and materials program) for generation o r  validation of data needed for the 
review. It also implies the extent of direct informal communication between the reviewers and 
the design groups to obtain specific items of information. The special data requirements involved 
would include not only the area of part capability but would be particularly concerned with such 
matters as: 
(1) The accuracy of estimation of anticipated stress levels on and within the component 
(2) Reliability required of the component 
(3) Criticality of potential failure modes of and within the component 
For components of lesser design challenge, the design review, not the application review, 
serves as the instrument to control these special data requirements. However, for more severe 
design challenges, the need for more timely special data contributions may make it necessary to 
delegate to the application reviewers a certain amount of authority to communicate directly with 
specific design groups to request generation of needed data. For specific apportioning of review 
effort, the "degree of independence" may be categorized for convenience as one of the following 
levels. 
Design Data Only 
A minimum review effort makes available existing design data and calculations and associated 
supporting information from the data bank. No added load or  requirement is imposed upon the 
designers and test engineers. The reviewer works independently and his findings are evaluated 
and acted upon at the design review. In this case,  many of his findings may take the form of 
identifying areas where data are missing, where there is not sufficient confidence in the data, or 
where the data do not support the design. 
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Specification of Data Needed 
A higher degree of independence would involve advanced planning by the review team, usually 
at the conceptual review, to identify the s t ress ,  reiiabiiiiy , or  criticdity d ~ t a  nticipated to be 
necessary for the application review. This degree of independence might also involve requesting 
verification o r  recalculation of certain data elements if early reviews indicate a question of appli- 
cation adequacy. 
I Independent Evaluation of Source Data 
The highest degree of independence would involve a fairly extensive reexamination by the 
application review team of the accuracy and completeness of source data. This might involve 
questioning of the anticipated stresses of usage o r  of the degree of conservatism the parts and 
materials group attaches to the use of the parts reliability data. Although the principle of this 
examination is  implicit in the review function, the extensive exercise of this avenue of investi- 
gation is an item requiring a high level of effort which can be justified only for the highest levels 
of design challenge. 
I 
TEST INFLUENCE 
The test influence review element indicates the technical authority of the review team to 
impose requirements on the test program for the purpose of obtaining verification of specific 
parameters. In practice, the appropriate degree of test influence and the manner of exercising 
it are closely identified with those for the "degree of independence" element covered in the 
preceding discussion. It is convenient to identify the degree of test influence by the following 
categories: 
Data Bank and Design Calculations 
For the lowest level (zero level) of test influence, the application review is based on generic 
and data bank information on parts. Component level information is derived either from design 
calculations or  data which a re  evolved in the "normal" course of the test program. There is no 
part level testing for the project. 
Available Measured Parameter Values 
The next higher level of test influence involves a parts (and components) testing effort which 
is preplanned for the project and is based on prior experience. The application-review team does 
not directly influence these testing requirements. However, it may do so indirectly and selectively 
through recommendation to the design review. 
Specified Parameter Values To  Be Measured 
The third level of test influence permits the reviewers to request specific verification during 
a planned test ,  either as a result of or  in anticipation of an application review. Parameter values 
to be verified might include low confidence estimates either in part capability, part reliability, o r  
local operating or  environmental stresses within a component. 
All Significant Parameters Measured 
This is the highest level of test influence and would apply usually to the most severe of design 
challenges. Here, maximum application assurance is offered by a completely isolated evaluation 
of parameters covered by the review and by their verification through direct measurement at 
some time in the test program. In this case, the scope of work is greatly expanded, not only by 
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the added evaluation but also by a probable increase in the number of parameters considered for 
each item. Ordinarily, relatively few parameters will warrant the extra time and expense of 
direct verification. When this degree of influence is applied, it is necessary to define the work 
carefully in order to assign a review team with skills commensurate with such scope. 
RE V I  E W- T E AM RE Q UI R EME N T S 
The review-team requirements a re  a review element that encompasses both the level of ski l l  of 
the reviewers and their degree of objectivity. These levels are discussed below. 
Designer 
The minimum application review of any significance is one conducted by the designer himself. 
In this case, he can be reasonably expected to have the required specialized skill for review, but 
he may not offer the desired degree of independence and objectivity. Therefore, this type of re -  
view can be considered adequate, even for minimal requirements, only if documented specifically 
and defended by the designer as a part of the formal design review. 
Parts and Materials Specialists 
At the next level of review activity, greater objectivity and greater accumulated experience 
are obtained by utilizing the parts and materials group to perform the review. Although inde- 
pendence is still not complete because members of this group participated in the design program, 
their specialized knowledge of parts and materials can be sufficient to counterbalance this limita- 
tion. Again, for reasons expressed in the preceding paragraph, review documentation is essen- 
tial to insure separate attention and to provide a basis for independent consideration at the design 
review, 
Team 
Full independence of review is established by selecting a separate team of engineers (or a 
single individual, if the amount of work is not exhaustive). In the absence of specialized skills 
this approach relies upon the clarity and completeness of the design and test data. Although 
more time may be required for review, this technique allows more flexibility in selecting avail- 
able personnel. Specific skills may be included on such a team to support critical needs for 
assurance. 
Design Specialist Team 
Maximum effectiveness is  realized by assigning a carefully selected team of specialists to 
perform the review. Ideally, this team will include capability in all specialties involved in the 
design and application. The specialized skills are  generally identifiable within broad technology 
areas such as electronic, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, and structural disciplines. In 
addition, environmental, nuclear or  stress specialists, and experts in various materials areas 
(metals, plastics, lubricants, etc. ) may be required. Generally an impressive review capability 
can be achieved with such a composition when the project characteristics justify it. Highly spe- 
cialized talents may also be used in consultation without the need for their participating directly 
in the formal application reviews. 
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COST CONSIDERATIONS 
BENEFlTS O F  REVlEW 
value results of parts and materials application reviews are  reflected in: 
Avoiding failures 
Providing required inputs to design reviews 
Formalizing, simplifying, and performing more efficiently the basic parts and materials 
program functions associated with an immediate project design 
Confidence in the system's ability to meet performance requirements 
Supporting subsequent design efforts 
Timely discovery of discrepancies leading to planned smooth conduct of the test program, 
thus minimizing redesign and retrofit efforts with their attendant high costs 
Early identification of unavailability of suitable parts and materials 
It is difficult to quantify avoided cost, but the economics of virtually all reliability assurance 
techniques, in effect, are based upon it-the prevention of failure and the avoidance of greatly 
increased costs attendant upon such failure accrue inevitably from delay and replacement. Each 
of the results of application review is pertinent to cost avoidance. 
be justified by the prevention of a single critical failure or  the elimination of a few minor prob- 
lems during later stages of testing. In a similar manner, increased knowledge of application 
problems contributes to the design of more reliable equipment, so intensification of this knowledge 
through application review on a particular new program offers additional reliability improvement. 
Application reviews benefit from the consolidated record of parts and materials design param- 
eters developed from previous programs and contribute, in a like manner, to future programs. 
For example, the relatively minor expense of conducting a meaningful application review can 
DlRECT COSTS 
In a given program, all attributable workload in application reviews appears as time invested 
by the reviewers, with minor clerical requirements. Direct review cost is limited to these man- 
hours because the inputs to review (the data and the tasks from whichlhey derive) are  basic 
requirements of the parts and materials program, with or  without application review. Further- 
more, the functions of the parts and materials program are not additional because they must be 
performed anyway in a thorough design effort. Among the specific application-review functions 
are the collection and summarization of data for the review, evaluation in the review, and report- 
ing of results. After a preliminary selection of review activities, the review workload can be 
costed by straightforward time-estimating techniques. 
and in technical considerations, from that of other components of the system even though many 
data entries may be common. The workload is dependent upon the depth of review undertaken 
and is related directly to the depth of design activity. Costs are directly proportional to the 
number of parts applied, this value being modified by a factor representing the average number 
of parameters which must be considered for each part. This modifier is affected by the com- 
ponent indicators discussed earlier -the average part reliability requirement, harsh or  unusual 
environments, unprecedented applications (as represented by state -of -the-art design and exten- 
sive test requirements), and, finally, the degree of past experience with the packaging technique. 
From a practical standpoint, review of each component is essentially isolated, both in time 
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COSTS OF DATA 
The expense of generating data necessary to the application review is not legitimately charge- 
able as a review cost. All required data are properly an output of the design effort and test pro- 
gram. Integration of the test requirements to develop necessary part-level data is a cost of design 
assurance and not application review. Even historical data used in part selection should be ref- 
erenced during that process. Thus, the application-review task is one of collecting and extracting 
for evaluation the information of interest. This task is accomplished efficiently when uniform data 
formats are adopted which consider, among other factors, the outputs needed for application re- 
view. The data serve review and design purposes equally, and the efficient accumulation of parts 
and materials data in this manner is of lasting value to the original project and those subsequent 
to it. 
CHAPTER 4 
Structuring A n  Application Review Program 
GENERAL 
The preceding chapters have described the functions of application review and discussed 
various gradations of review depth and design challenge. In order to put this information to use 
in planning a program of application reviews, it is necessary to provide some consistent and 
specific method for relating effort within each element of review activity to the hardware ele- 
ments and the project in question. This chapter presents one method for establishing this 
relationship at the component level. The structuring of an overall program then becomes a 
matter of organizing the recommended unit levels of review effort (as modified by management 
considerations') in relation to the project's design review program. 
SELECTION OF REVIEW ACTIVITIES: A METHOD 
The basic step in structuring an application review effort and defining specific activities is 
determination of the needed depth of review for each component in the system. Various schemes 
can be used for achievhg this purpose, and any one of them is acceptable if it is based upon a 
sound consideration of the characteristics and requirements of the component being reviewed and 
the system requirements. 
cators on one scale and review elements on the other. This matrix is shown in exhibit 5 .  For 
convenience in using the matrix, exhibit 6 summarizes, in chart form, the descriptions from 
chapter 3 of gradations of component indicator severity and review element intensiveness. 
each review element are displayed in exhibit 5 .  By appropriate indications in the blocks where 
these gradations intersect-a shaded block is a prerequisite, an open block is an option (gener- 
ally), and a blackened block is an exclusion-the matrix guides the "first cut" selection of level 
of review activity. 
In order to refine the "first cut" selection, a system of weighting factors' is used wherein 
the factors for the appropriate component indicators are summed, and this total is compared with 
The method described here is an empirical8 one which employs a matrix of component indi- 
The gradations of each component indicator matrixed against the gradations of activity within 
'These considerations may consist of specific contract requirements, costs, schedules, per- 
sonnel availability, o r  other technical or business aspects peculiar to a given project. Their 
impact upon the parts and materials program and application review activities must be deter- 
mined on an individual basis by project management. 
8The method is flexible. For each defined level of component design challenge, there is a 
range of levels of review activity from which the user should select the precise level that best 
suits his project's needs. 
the use of the chart. A chart could have been constructed with different values, equally func- 
tional. Their purpose is simply to reflect arithmetically a valid relationship, based upon experi- 
ence, between project requirements and the type of review activity needed to satisfy them. 
'The weighting numbers are mechanical devices, not absolute values, serving a purpose in 
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the sum of the factors for the initially selected review element depths. By an empirical rule, the 
ratio of total review element weight to total indicator weight should be 2 to 1. If it is not, then 
the initially selected levels of activity for review elements are readjusted in a "second-cut" selec- 
tion to arrive at ratio of weights as close to 2 to 1 as possible." 
USE OF T H E  SELECTION MATRIX 
The steps to  be followed in the use of the selection matrix are given below. 
Step 1. The first step in the use of the matrix is to categorize the design challenge of the 
component in question in terms of each of the component indicators on the left side of the chart. 
For convenience, a checkmark o r  other notation should be made beside the appropriate gradation 
within each component indicator. (In exhibit 7 ,  this is accomplished by circling the weighting val- 
ues on selected rows. ) Every subsequent step in the use of the chart for this component will be 
in terms of the four horizontal rows selected in this step. All  other rows can be ignored. 
Step 2. Add the weighting numbers for the indicator rows just selected. (These are circled 
in exhibit 8.) This total will be used in step 4. 
Step 3. For each review element shown across the top of the chart, select the first column 
of blocks (first from the left) in which all the blocks intersecting the previously checked "indica- 
tor" rows are clear o r  open. This is the minimum appropriate level of activity for each review 
element. It should be noted that this procedure allows the greatest design challenge gradation 
(rather than the least) to be the governing factor. All activity gradations for each review element 
to the left of the "minimumt1 block just selected can be regarded as a prerequisite except ele- 
ments 11 and VI where the higher level activity obviates the lower level one. (For elements 111, 
IV, and V, the higher level activity includes the lower one automatically. ) 
Step 4. Add the weighting numbers for the "minimum" review element gradations selected in 
step 3. This total should be twice the total of indicator weights added in step 2. 
Step 5. If the ratio of weights determined in step 4 is not exactly 2 ,  the activity gradations 
for the review elements should be reexamined and adjusted (insofar as  possible). If the ratio is 
less than 2, the minimum-level-of-activity column selected in step 3 may be moved one (or more) 
blocks to the right for one o r  more of the review element areas, in order to arrive at a new sum 
of weights of review elements which will give a ratio of 2 (or as close as possible to it) when 
step 4 is repeated. Ii 9 l2 
mum review activity level (i. e., moving to the left on the chart). In these cases, the activity level 
If the ratio from step 4 is greater than 2 ,  there is no technical latitude in reducing the mini- 
"This empirical weight ratio is primarily applicable to middle-of-the-range design challenges. 
Usually it will not be attainable for very severe design challenges and may be exceeded for very 
simple ones. 
"The readjustment to the right should always avoid levels of activity where the matrix shows 
a blackened block for any of the intersections involved. These blackened blocks indicate levels of 
effort which cannot be reasonably justified. 
I2As a first estimate, the adjustment to the right should be applied uniformly for each element 
available (not shaded) until the ratio is best approximated (i. e., advance each by one block and 
repeat step 4). High-challenge designs will usually fall short of the desired ratio. 
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The following procedure i s  used t o  es tab l i sh  the proper leve l  a t  
which application reviews should be conducted f o r  a given project. 
The procedure here i s  abbreviated f o r  quick reference. A thorough 
discussion Of the procedure i s  given i n  the  t ex t .  Refer t o  exhibi t  
6 f o r  def ini t ion of terms. 
Step 1. Ident i fy  one subdivision row under each component indicator  
which best  describes the  charac te r i s t ics  of the component. Mark 
these f o u r  rows. 
be ignored. ) 
Step 2. 
four  component indicator rows ju s t  selected. 
Step 3. 
review element in  which the blocks corresponding t o  the  selected 
component indicator subdivisions a re  unshaded. These six columns 
represent the plinimum appropriate leve l  o f  a c t i v i t y  f o r  each of 
t he  review elements. 
Note: Observe that  the  highest requirement among the  component 
indicators  i s  the governing fac tor  i n  select ing minimm leve ls  of 
review ac t iv i ty .  
Step 4. Add the s ix  weighting values for the s i x  ident i f ied review 
element columns. This t o t a l  should be twice tha t  t o t a l  obtained i n  
s tep 2 .  
Step 5.  
t he  leve l  of ac t iv i ty  i n  one o r  more review element categories can 
be increased t o  a higher subdivision t o  approximate the  fac tor  of 
2 i n  weighting to ta l s .  
Note: 
review element w i l l  a l so  include lower leve ls  of ac t iv i ty  f o r  t h a t  
review element (with two exceptions). 
element V I ,  sk i l l s ,  o r  element 11, documentation. I n  the l a t t e r  
case, the use of data summaries obviates the  assembly of a special  
data  package f o r  review, but a l l  data are subject t o  examination 
on request. 
(For a l l  succeeding steps, t he  unmarked rows can 
Add the four weighting values (shown a t  the l e f t )  f o r  t he  
Locate the f i r s t  subdivision column (from l e f t )  under each 
If the r a t io  of t o t a l s  from step 4 i s  less than 2 t o  1, 
Implementing a selected leve l  of ac t iv i ty  (column) under a 
This does not apply t o  
The "complexity" subdivisions a re  expressed a s  average par t  
failure r a t e  i n  the component. 
f a i lu re  percentage per 1000 h r .  I n  t h i s  case, the corresponding 
percentages for f ive  categories are:  1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, and 
( f o r  1 fa i lu re  per lo9 hours) 0.0001 percent. 
They can a l so  be expressed a s  a 
If fa i lu re  ra te  i s  expressed i n  MTEP terms, the proper complex- 
i t y  subdivision can be determined by multipiying the component MY&- 
t i n  hours) by the number of par t s  i n  the  component. This number, 
expressed as a power of 10, i s  divided in to  109. The quotient i s  
the number of fa i lures  per 109 hr  for  the average p a r t .  For exam- 
ple ,  a 100,000-hr M'IBF requirement fo r  a component having 10 p a r t s  
i s  equivalent t o  A-2  ( o r  lo3 f a i lu re s  per 109 hr);  the  same MTBI? f o r  
a 100- a r t  component would raise the  subdivision select ion t o  A - 3  
( o r  10 8 fa i lu re s  per 109 IT). n Optional ac t iv i ty  leve l  a Prerequisite ac t iv i ty  leve l  Excluded a c t i v i t y  l eve l  
ilication review activities. 
z v 5 - r  
COMPONEN 
A - Complexity 
Expressed a s  the average part 
failure rate determined by dividing 
the assembly failure rate require- 
ment for the component by the 
estimated total part count, Sub- 
divisions are cells with centers 
expressed as  powers of 10 failures 
per lo9 hrs. The logarithm of the 
failure rate determined should be 
rounded to the nearest whole 
number to determine the appli- 
cable cell. (See note on exhibit 
5 for other terms.) 
B - State of the art 
This technical indicator encompasses both design tech- 
niques and environmental conditions and their combina- 
tion. Subdivisions are expressed as: 
(0) Conventional design and environments. 
(2) Unusually harsh or severe environment, beyond 
that previously experienced for the equipment under 
development. 
tion requirements, or, in general, conditions for which 
part survival data are not conventionally investigated. 
recent component development or technical advances. 
Extremely low part failure rates fall in this category. 
(5) A combination of any two or more of these 
conditions. 
(3) Strange environment: nuclear exposure steriliza- 
(4) New design techniques, packaging, or use of 
This indicat 
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I - Number of reviews 
Except for “conceptual design.” which represents 
a higher level requirement, the reviews are listed 
in order of occurrence. Selection of activity at any 
level also includes those listed a s  lower subdivisions. 
(1) Breadboard.’ This application review is the 
lowest order and most logical starting point when low- 
level activity i s  indicated and significant impact of 
package design is not anticipated. (See chapter 3) 
(2) Prerelease: This application review occurs 
when the design is ready for release. It may be used 
alone as  the lowest level of review where packaging 
problems are significant and the circuit design is 
routine. However, even at low levels of review re- 
quirement, i t  i s  normally preceeded by a breadboard 
review, since the total effort of these two is not much 
greater than for prerelease review alone, and the 
timing advantages of breadboard review are significant. 
(3) Conceptual design: This level of activity 
includes detailed advanced planning, in addition to 
the two previous review requirements. In point of 
time, i t  occurs first. 
ation, at part level, of qualification test experience 
to the previously cited reviews. 
(5) Postmission: This review considers failure 
experience in relation to earlier review background. 
It is applicable to hardware which has a clearly 
defined “start” of the use phase and is not intended 
for easilx maintainable items. 
when circumstances warrant processing of collected 
data for future use in the data bank. It does not 
contribute directly to the current program. 
(4) Postqualification: This review adds the evalu- 
(6) Data derivation: This activity i s  indicated 
I1 - Degree of documentation 
Subdivisions of the documentation re- 
quirement indicate increasing depth 
corresponding with greater review ac- 
tivity. Succeeding data types or 
content are similar but are more 
complete and subject to finer analysis. 
minimal requirement consists of a 
simple listing of those items which 
have been checked, including appli- 
cable references to the source of the 
data - data bank, designers notebook, 
evaluation test reports, etc. - and 
results. 
( 2 )  Assembled data package: In 
addition to an index of items checked, 
the referenced data are assembled for 
immediate and future review. 
(3) Summarized data: This level in- 
volves a more complete presentation of 
review results. The documentation will 
show, in each instance, the particular 
part capability adjacent to the applied 
stress; derating and safety factors a s  
well a s  failure rate determination may 
be included. 
(4) Summarized data and indicated 
confidence: An indication of the con- 
fidence placed in the estimates i s  
added to the summary. This evaluation 
draws attention to those items requir- 
ing measurement (low confidence en- 
tries) and facilitates integration of the 
measurements into the test program. 
(1) Checklist and references: The 
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C - Evaluation test 
reflects design efforts in  which technical uncertainties or 
luirements produce a need for parallel evaluation testifig. 
lay occur at component levels in breadboard stages or at 
ily levels in prototype stages. Subdivisions include: 
Ftional qualification testing. 
I evaluation testing of a new design concept. 
fduation testing to ensure operational capability under 
ere or strange environment or simulate test of combination 
mvironments at a moderately severe level. 
liability demonstration testing 
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IV - Degree of independence 
This element refers to the 
degree of “double check” 
afforded by application re- 
view, particularly in terms 
of i t s  independence from the 
data source groups. 
(1) Design data only: 
The reviewer uses the data 
resulting from the design 
program and available 
historical (data bank) 
sources without any direct 
influence upon the data 
generated. 
( 2 )  Specify data needed: 
Reviewers specify (usually 
at conceptual phase) anti- 
cipated data needed for re- 
view so that design and test 
can be planned to provide 
them. Selected verification 
data can also be requested 
at later phases. 
(3) Independent evalu- 
ation of source: Reviewers 
evaluate data sources to 
their own satisfaction to 
assure accuracy and coni- 
pleteness of source data. 
In addition to parts per- 
formance data, this might 
include questioning of 
design estimates of anti- 
cipated usage stresses or 
questioning the conservative 
ness of parts reliability 
activities. 
D - Package 
The degree of experieuce with the hardware packaging 
t e c h n i ~ ~ e  prcvides s masure oi the predictability of 
interactions between the hardware elements themselves 
and between the elements and the external environment. 
Subdivision are: 
(1) Standard, well-understood packnze fer ~hic!: 
previous experience has been gained. Minor modifica- 
tions to such a package, (dimensional changes, etc) 
are included in this subdivision. 
(2) New package design. Not a radical approach, 
but significant changes in dimensional configuration, 
material, mounting, etc. 
(3) Radical packaging: an entirely new approach 
or technique for which data are scarce or nonexistent, 
probably adopted because of a severe design problem 
or a particular advantage. 
V - Test influence 
A measure of the degree of 
availability of the test program 
for producing data needed for 
application review, and thus a 
measure of the certainty of the 
data being compared. 
(1) Data bank and design 
calculations: Only historical 
data and “normal” design and 
test data from the program are 
used. Testing will not concern 
itself with part level determina- 
tions. 
meters: The test  program part 
level outputs will be predeter- 
mined by the “normal” design 
effort but wil l  not be influenced 
directly by the application review. 
(3) Specify parameters meas- 
ured: The reviewers wi l l  request 
certain test data during early 
test program planning. Also,  
during progress of the program 
they will influence remaining 
tes t s  directly so that question- 
able or low-confidence estimates 
may be verified. 
(4) All parameters measured: 
Values used for comparison in 
the review wil l  be verified by 
measurement. This level of 
activity does not mean that all 
parameters will be measured, but 
only those determined to be 
necessary in the review. (Implies 
a significant increase in workload.) 
( 2 )  Available measured para- 
VI - Skill requirements 
The selection of the reviewer 
of the composition of the re- 
view team is adapted to the 
level of project difficulty and 
i t s  specific requirements. 
(1) Designer - design re- 
view: The designer himself 
reviews his applications and 
defends them at the design 
review with his supporting 
documentation. 
(2) Parts and materials 
group: Members of the parts 
and materials group who have 
contributed to the project 
conduct the application re- 
view, thereby increasing the 
variety of specialized skills 
and the level of documenta- 
tion (from (1)). 
(3) Team - no skill se- 
lection: An independent re- 
view is conducted by one or 
more technically competent 
individuals, but they may 
not be specialists in the 
precise design and applica- 
tion disciplines. 
specialists: A selected team 
of specialists in disciplines 
directly pertinent to the com- 
ponent design and applica- 
tion performs a completely 
independent review. 
(4) Team - Design 
’ application review activities. 
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originally selected is usually "forced!' by an exceptionally exacting design requirement in one !!in- 
dicator" (especfdly the fnlirth or fifth row under A,  complexity, o r  the fifth row under C, evalua- 
tion test). 
by this or any other technically based method are  subject to readjustment on the basis of overall 
project management factors. For example, in practice an originally planned post-mission 
review on a component may frequently be eliminated for reasons of personnel unavailability, 
schedule, or failure experience (few failures in test o r  use).13 
In all cases,  it should be borne in mind that the levels of application review activity selected 
BASIC EXAMPLES 
The remainder of this chapter presents hypothetical examples to illustrate the use of the 
matrix for selecting the proper level of application review for five typical components of different 
degrees of design challenge. 
Case I 
Consider the design of a power inverter which has unique input/output ratings. It is not off- 
the-shelf equipment, but it is well within the range of previously applied design techniques. 
Package shape or  size and mounting arrangement may also be unique but constitute only a minor 
modification over earlier designs and do not involve new techniques. U s e  and test environments 
for the component are fully defined in terms of standard test conditions (also within the limits met 
in the past). Reliability has been expressed by an operating requirement for mean time between 
failures (MTBF) and total shelf life, but demonstration testing to a statistically significant level 
is not required. l4 
which a re  illustrated in exhibit 8: 
These conditions are  reflected in the following component indicator category subdivisions, 
Complexity . . . . . .  A-2 (assuming 10,000 hour MTBF, 100 parts) 
State of the art. . . .  B-0 
Evaluation test. . . .  C-1 
Package . . . . . . . .  D-1 
(Total component in- 
dicator weight is 4.) 
As illustrated previously (exhibit 7), the review element ranges from the chart are: 
Reviews . . . . . . . .  1-2 to 1-6 
Documentation. . . .  11-1 to 11-4 
Parameters. . . . . .  111-2 
Independence. . . . .  IV-1 or IV-2 
Test influence ..... V-1 to V-3 
Skills. ......... VI-1 to VI-4 
(Review element weight 
range is 8 to 21.) 
I3Schedule restraints can also preclude the highest gradation of 11, documentation, IV, inde- 
pendence, and V, test influence. Personnel unavailability can preclude the assembly of a review 
team of specialists independent of the actual design effort. 
conversion of MTBF terms to the terms of the chart. 
I4The "Note'! to the l'Complexityll category of component indicators in exhibit 5 explains the 
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Indicator weights total 4. Choosing the low end of the optional range throughout will give an 
element weight total of 8, which conforms to the 2:l ratio (exhibit 8). l5 
The resulting review, if a weight of 8 is assumed to be adequate, entails reviews at bread- 
board and engineering release (or a single review at engineering release incorporating the data 
developed by breadboard). Documentation consists of a checklist of parameters considered with 
references to the data sources used. Major and selected minor parameter areas are  considered 
(operating stress levels, environments, and failure rates,  with attention to suitable safety fac- 
tors). Design and historical data are examined, and no review requirements are  imposed upon 
the test program. 
the overall design review. 
Finally, it is the designer who will accomplish the review and defend it at 
1 6  
Case 2 
The equipment for case 2 is equivalent to that of case 1 except that the MTBF o r  number of 
parts, or both, a r e  increased to the extent that the part average failure rate falls in the 10-failure- 
per-109-hour category. In addition, reliability demonstration is required. Therefore, the indi- 
cators are: 
Complexity . . . . . . .  A- 5 
State of the art .  . . . .  B-0 
Evaluation test. . . . .  C-4 
Package . . . . . . . . .  D- 1 
Review element ranges are: 
(Total component in- 
dicator weight is 10. ) 
Reviews . . . . . . . . .  1-4 to 1-6 
Documentation. . . . .  11-3 o r  11-4 
Parameters . . . . . . .  111- 2 
Independence. . . . . .  IV-2 
Test influence . . . . .  V-3 
Skills. . . . . . . . . . .  VI-3 or VI-4 
(Total review element weight 
range is 17 to 21.) 
Selection of minimums within the range of options in each review element category yields a weight 
of 17. This selection is illustrated in exhibit 9. In this case, number of reviews, documentation, 
and skills may be upgraded above the minimum to achieve a better weight ratio. 
The minimum application review is then seen to be upgraded from case 1 by requiring concep- 
tual design (preplanning in detail) and assessment of qualification test results in addition to bread- 
board and engineering release. Documentation summaries are required because the volume of 
data is quite large; each applicable parameter affecting failure rate is to be covered, and design 
data with test verification should be provided where the review indicates a critical need. Finally, 
the review should be conducted by an independent team, but special skills are optional. 
In this example, reconsideration may be given to increasing the review activity in one o r  two 
categories to approximate more closely the standard review factor of two. Such a decision could 
result in raising the levels of "Reviews , I '  "Documentation," and/or ''Skills. '' However, as noted 
previously, a review activity whose weight sum is not quite double that of the component indica- 
tors is usually adequate for projects with higher requirements. The increase should be made only 
if  justified. 
15Project management may still elect to increase the review activity to any of the higher 
options. Experience with the part o r  component and additional details of the program should 
identify which, if any, review element may require more or less depth of treatment. 
They are discussed more comprehensively in chapter 3. 
"These activities, suitable to the selected review element levels, are defined in exhibit 5. 
I _- 
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Case 3 
The design of a large booster for space missions illustrates the effects of harsh environment 
and high reliability requirements. The reliability, expressed as a probability of successful 
launch, must be reduced to a complexity factor by some subsidiary technique, such as  a constant 
part failure rate assumption. Under these conditions, a black box component of some criticality 
within the system design might be defined by such indicators as: 
Complexity . . . . . . .  A- 5 
State of the art. . . . .  B-2 (vibration) 
Evaluation test. . . . .  C-3 
Package . . . . . . . . .  D-2 
(Total component in- 
dicator weight is 12.) 
Element ranges a re  then: 
Reviews . . . . . . . . .  1-4 to 1-6 
Documentation. . . . .  11-3 o r  11-4 
Parameters. . . . . . .  111-2 or 111-3 
Independence. . . . . .  IV-2 
Test influence . . . . .  V-3 
Skills. . . . . . . . . . .  VI-3 o r  VI-4 
(Total review element weight 
range is 1 7  to 22. ) 
The available options a re  plotted in exhibit 10. In this case, a forced restriction at the upper 
range occurs only in "Independence" and "Test Influence ,I7 and the options are nearly identical 
to those of case 2. "l 
only 17, considerably less than twice the component indicator total. On the other hand, selection 
of the maximum ranges available would result in a weight of 22 which approximates (although 
is still less than) the 'Yactor of two. I'  The design challenge of this project (reflected in the higher 
component indicator weight sum) appears to justify the greater depth of review activity. There- 
fore, unless other project considerations make it advisable to reduce the activity in one (or more) 
categories, the maximum review effort within the range would be selected; that i s ,  one which 
excludes only completely independent data source evaluation and the requirement that all values 
be verified by measurement. 
Selection of review elements at the minimum ranges would produce a review weight sum of 
Case 4 
As an extreme illustration, a highly critical component in a space probe o r  satellite system 
will illustrate the extreme requirement for review. For example, the appropriate indicators may 
be (exhibit 11): 
Complexity . . . . . . .  A-7 (long life requirements) 
State of the art. . . . .  B-4 (new design) 
Evaluation test. . . . .  C-3 
(Total indicator 
weight is 16. )  
Package . . . . . . . . .  D-2 
'?Case 2 did not permit review of all significant minor parameters because of the state of the a r t  
was conventional. In case 3 the harsh environment does allow consideration of the higher review 
level. This is not to be construed as prohibiting failure analysis as part of the parts program in 
case 2 ,  but rather as an unjustified activity for an independent review, since parts are applied 
under customary conditions and failure causes will generally be quite obvious (usually poor part 
quality). In view of the reliability demonstration required, management may decide to upgrade 
the review in this instance, subject to past experience. 
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The resulting element ranges are: 
Reviews . . . . . . . . .  1-5 o r  1-6 
Documentation. . . . .  Ii-4 
Parameters. . . . . . .  111-3 
Independence. . . . . .  IV-2 or IV-3 
Test influence . . . . .  V-3 o r  V-4 
Skills . . . . . . . . . . .  VI-4 
I '  
(Total review element 
range is 21 to 24.) 
The different requirements of the project have forced the review activity to the highest level 
in four of the seven categories. No upper restrictions have been imposed. The only options are 
the highest and next highest subdivisions in three review element categories. Obviously, the 
maximums should be selected, although the weight will still be less than the 2-to-1 ratio. (Actu- 
ally it is 1. 5 to 1.) As shown in exhibit 11, this represents the maximum depth of review avail- 
able. The fact that the design is approaching an area of very high risk is forewarned by the 
absence of techniques for the part program to effectively cope with the project challenge. More 
effective techniques, deserving of higher weighting factors, are not known at this time. The state 
of the a r t  in application review has been reached. 
1 
1 
1 
I 
Case 5 
A servoactuator used in a space-mission launch vehicle is an illustration of a highly critical 
mechanical component. It alines the thrust vector to keep the vehicle on its planned trajectory. 
The appropriate component indicators may be A-5, B-2, C-3,and D-2 for a total weight of 12 
(exhibit 10). Element ranges would then be 1-4 to 1-6, 11-3 o r  11-4, 111-2 o r  111-3, IV-2, V-3, and 
VI-3 o r  VI-4 for a total range of element weights of 17  to 22. The maximum here is slightly 
short of the standard 2-to-1 ratio. However, as in case 3 ,  only the completely independent data 
source evaluation and the requirements that all values be verified by measurement a re  excluded. 
APPENDIX 
Elements of Typical Parts and Materials Program 
A general discussion of the objectives, functions, and problems of the parts and materials 
program is presented herein to provide additional insight into the relationship between this activity 
and the parts and materials application review function. 
BACKGROUND 
Historically, the function of the parts and materials program has been to assist designers in 
selecting parts and materials for a project. With the increase in system complexity and operating 
requirements , however, this function has evolved from a convenient or economical form of proj- 
ect assistance to a critical influence on mission success , particularly in electronics and aerospace 
applications. 
Today, the selection, specification, and qualification of parts and materials, as well as the 
preparation of approved l ists , are encompassed within a comprehensive program conducted by 
identified specialists whose primary objective is the support of mission requirements. The appli- 
cation review provides for evaluation of the effectiveness of this program at principal design mile- 
stones for each component. The review contributes, in turn, to  formal design reviews at compo- 
nent levels in which critical audits of all aspects of the design a r e  conducted. 
Basically, the requirements for part selection are derived from the requirements of the 
overall mission which the system hardware is to accomplish. The derivation starts with the 
establishment of a mission concept and selection of a concept of hardware design which can 
accomplish it; this permits environmental and performance requirements for subsystems and 
components to be derived from those of the system (by accounting for actions by the components, 
interactions between the components , and their effect upon the system profile itself). By a simi- 
lar process, the component requirements can be further evolved to a set of idealized part re-  
quirements. 
simplicity disappears. Complications are caused by the following factors which characterize 
most aerospace development efforts : 
This seems simple and direct. In practice, however, the basic logic remains valid, but the 
(1) The evolution of hardware design is an iterative process with a complex pattern of 
trade-off decisions and feedback loops. The result is a series of readjustments in 
requirements at the lower levels of assembly. 
(2) The existence of a requirement for a part having certain performance and environmental 
capabilities does not mean that such a part is available. If it is not available, the result- 
ing action may be another cycle of design adjustments through part of the system. 
Procurement problems may be encountered even when suitable parts are apparently avail- 
able. For example, small quantities may not attract a vendor's interest sufficiently for 
him to accept reliability requirements o r  stringent control procedures and policies. 
(3) 
'This factor is also complicated by the early need for preliminary parts and materials lists 
that will provide minimum selection guidance for designers and lead time for procurement. 
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Because of these constraints, the parts and materials program is forced into an iterative 
process of its own. In the beginning, requirements are simply matched with the known capabili- 
ties of generic parts and materials. 
a r e  refined to optimize the acceptable risk to  the total project effort. Application reviews follow 
this same pattern and serve to unify the iterative selection process and to assure that it is com- 
plete, without e r ro r ,  and acceptable. 
Later, the selection, specification, and qualification of parts 
FOUNDATIONS OF PARTS A N D  MATERIALS PROGRAM 
The parts and materials program comprises a number of activities including selection, speci- 
fication, qualification, testing, source selection and control, documentation, application review, 
and field support. Each of these activities starts early in the project cycle and continues at some 
level of effort throughout a large part of the life of the project. However, certain decisions must 
be made, and certain vital parts program activities must be instituted at the very beginning of the 
project (i.e., during the conceptual design phase) in order to permit the parts program to respond 
in a timely manner to project needs as follows: 
(1) Project management must concur with a defined scope and the philosophy of the parts 
and materials program 
( 2 )  Uniform criteria governing derating and safety factors must be issued under project 
authority 
(3) Preliminary parts and materials lists must be prepared by the parts and materials 
group in cooperation with the designers and must be maintained, updated, and eventu- 
ally transformed into project approved lists 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Project management decisions have a direct impact upon the parts and materials program. 
However, the project manager requires information and recommendations from his parts special- 
ists-as well as  from design, procurement, reliability, quality, and other project groups-to 
make these and other decisions which form the basis for execution of the project. It is essential 
that these specialists provide the project manager with this information early enough to enable 
him to make or delegate decisions in a timely manner. 
Information Required by Parts Program Manager 
Project management must provide direction and certain types of information to the parts and 
materials manager at the beginning of a project and during its following phases. Among the first 
and most important are data and decisions in these areas: 
(1) Reliability level required for parts and materials for both flight and ground installations. 
Will parts and materials be selected from those with established reliability? Will each 
lot of procured parts require 100 percent screening tests ? Are parts purchased to the 
lower levels of government specification adequate? Or, is it possible to use commercial 
off-the-shelf items ? 
( 2 )  Selection criteria. To what extent will parts and materials be selected from existing 
preferred lists ? Does the contract establish guidance here ? 
(3) Procurement policies. Is the program of such a nature that a large proportion of parts 
will require single-source , single-lot procurement, or are normal procurement prac- 
tices adequate for all parts ? To what extent will competitive bidding and multiple- 
sourcing be used? 
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In addition, in order to discharge his responsibilities in coordination with other project activi- 
ties as the effort proceeds, the parts and materials manager must keep abreast of the following 
information: 
(1) Continuous estimates of environments at the local level (modified as the program 
develops) 
( 2 )  Reliability estimates, with increasing precision if goals are difficult to achieve 
(3) Functional stress levels for each application of each part o r  material, including the early 
design phases 
(4) Change data, with increasing detail as the project approaches engineering release 
(5) Cost limitations in part procurement and part test 
(6) Project schedules 
(7) Data requirements which must be fulfilled to meet contractual commitments 
Control Procedures 
Control procedures for parts and materials activities, based upon project guidelines, must be 
established and implemented during the early design phase. They include programs for designs 
procured from outside vendors, general data requirements, control of the actual hardware, part 
test and handling disciplines, traceability requirements, procurement practices, and part meas- 
ures to be applied to off-the-shelf components selected for the system. 
trols at an early stage is essential in order to obtain an optimum design and to permit part quali- 
fication early in the program. Certain controls will be required by the system contract (see NPC 
200-2, ref. 5). 
Even in the early phase, reliability estimates at the component level are necessary in judging 
the feasibility of attaining the system goal. 
subdivided into part types and quantities with reasonable accuracy at this time. Such data are 
adequate to establish a first  approximation of the failure-rate requirements acceptable for part 
types. When compared with the failure rates demonstrated by parts in similar application en- 
vironments, these estimates indicate the feasibility of a conceptual design and aid materially in 
choosing among competing concepts, components, and parts. Timely activity in all these areas 
will have a significant benefit to the technical, fiscal, and schedule aspects of the project. 
Establishing these con- 
Tentatively selected components often can be further 
DERATlNG AND SAFETY FACTORS 
The consistent use of derating and safety factors is a prerequisite to  reliability achievement 
and the proper application of parts and materials and is important to design as well as to the 
parts and materials program. Early in the design phase, selected derating and safety factors 
(with conditions of their intended use) should be assembled for the project in a manner convenient 
for the various design groups and promulgated with project management authority. Originally, 
such factors will probably be derived from the experience of designers and application special- 
ists;  later during the project cycle, empirical values wi l l  be refined by analysis, testing, and the 
explicit requirements of a specific part or material application. However, it is essential that the 
groundwork for derating and safety factors be laid early in the project cycle to forestall unneces- 
sa ry  application problems in later phases. 
It is particularly important that the inevitable trade-offs among design parameters be accom- 
plished at the system level under overall project control, and not at the detail level. Derating and 
safety factors affect the complexity, size, weight, cost, power, and other characteristics of hard- 
ware; for this reason, their use cannot be left to  the sole discretion of individual designers. 
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Influences Upon Derating 
In general, derating and safety factors are  used to account and compensate for: 
(1) The statistical distribution of part capability (lot to lot and by type) 
(2) The effects of environmental s t ress  on part performance 
(3) The specific system life requirements (failure-rate adjustment) 
Their consistent use, however, is complicated by the different practices that have evolved in 
various design disciplines, the unknowns in manufacturers ' ratings, and the particular problems 
of a given part or material application. 
resistor to 50 percent of its rated power, or a transistor to 20 percent of its rated power. He 
means that his experience shows the statistical variations of part capability and of usage s t resses  
to be such that this derating is necessary for a high probability of successful performance. The 
capability (rating) of parts is based on criteria (sometimes arbitrary) which differ among manu- 
facturers and are  not always known to the user. If distribution functions for these variables were 
available, the probability of success could be cited as a function of the derating factor. But, in 
practice, they are  seldom known, and the designer is forced to apply a generic factor based upon 
his experience with similar parts. 
tion of some environmental stress.  Such derating factors for broad classes of electronic parts 
are  available in military and industry documents (e. g., ref. 6). However, these factors in no 
way protect against the variabilities of parts capabilities and usage stresses.  The rates of 
degradation for many parts and materials are  functions of thermal, electrical, radiation, o r  
mechanical s t resses ,  and they must be determined for the specific system environment and life 
requirements. Reliable application requires that the generic derating of a part type also be de- 
rated for environment. 
analysis. This factor is some function of the other two, that is, those associated with distribu- 
tion and environment. It is usually based on generic instead of specific failure-rate data and 
therefore adds a degree of conservatism in design which contributes to long life. 
An experienced electronics designer, for example, will state that he derates a wire-wound 
A second derating is associated with the definition of part performance capability as a func- 
A third derating occurs when the reliability engineer selects the failure rate for use in 
Safety Factors 
The structural or mechanical designer traditionally applies a safety factor to his applied 
loads and then compares this increased load to the allowable loads. The safety factor provides 
reliability by protecting against statistical variations of applied loads and allowable loads. 
For instance, normal aircraft practice and specifications require a factor of safety of 1. 5 from 
applied load to ultimate load, with additional factors of 1 . 1 5  for fittings, 2 . 0  for castings, etc. 
The ultimate load is then compared with the allowable load, the basis being the material proper- 
ties in the particular environment. 
tures under static loading. The familiar Warner analysis is normally used, but distribution 
data are seldom available for a meaningful prediction. When the relationship between safety 
factors and reliability is not known, the recourse is to treat the safety factor as an evolutionary 
number previously successful in similar use. 
Many attempts have been made to establish exact values for probability of failure of struc- 
'Allowable loads a re  reduced as a function of various environments; ref. 7, for example, 
describes the effects of temperature on the allowable s t resses  for many materials. 
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Conditions which cannot be accurately foreseen and require dependence on safety factors 
include, for example, hotspots in resistors,  ac ripple effects in capacitors, voltage spikes on 
The safety introduced is clearly dependent upon a detailed knowledge of the rating basis, capa- 
bility, load, application, and recorded statistics from prior use. 
In summary, the basic logic of derating in the application of parts and materials requires 
that the capability of a part (rating) or material (allowable) be decreased as a function of environ- 
ment and that an additional arbitrary factor be applied to the rating (derating) or to the applied 
load (safety factor) to protect against variations of load and capability. However, in order to 
follow through in applying this logic on a project-wide basis, the following steps must also be 
stressed: 
(1) Verification of manufacturers' ratings and critical examination of rule-of-thumb de- 
rating and safety factors 
(2) Continued refinement of the factors as the design progresses in order to reflect new 
values for explicit conditions of use 
(3) Consideration of combined loads or environments, particularly where two or more 
factors may apply simultaneously, in order to avoid an unnecessary penalty to the 
design 
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PARTS AND MATERIALS LISTS 
The proper selection and utilization of parts and materials as well as the minimization of the 
number of part and material types a re  always important to the project, and this importance in- 
creases as missions become more difficult. The former contributes to mission success and the 
latter to maximum procurement and handling economies, minimum test costs, reduced data 
requirements, and minimum specification preparation. Like the consistent use of derating and 
safety factors, this general problem requires project-level attention and coordination. 
Ports Lists 
Parts l ists  a re  used to achieve the objectives of proper part selection and utilization and 
minimization of part types. Although there are some variations in terminology within the in- 
dustry, the parts and materials list can be identified as of two types corresponding to normal 
project design phases : 
(1) Preliminary lists are prepared and used during conceptual design and during bread- 
boarding 
(2) Approved lists are  evolved in the process of detail design I 
I 
The preliminary parts l ist  must be prepared as early in the project life as feasible. This 
list can be generated by observing environments, reliability apportionments, and design ap- 
proaches during the conceptual phase of design. Then, as a joint effort by parts specialists and 
designers, a minimum number of part types of known performance can be selected. Even in 
these early stages, the associated data should be as complete as possible; they should include a 
procurement specification, if available, for  each part type and the identification of a manufac- 
turer and source for specific parts when appropriate. The project preliminary parts list is the 
basis for the project approved parts list (APL) which begins to take shape after the functional 
design breadboard is completed. The type of information normally recorded is shown in exhibit 
A-1, which is a sample page from a preliminary parts list. 
The project parts list is evolutionary in nature, as it is based largely upon previous part 
knowledge and experience. On occasion, the customer will state parts requirements in terms 
of a customer's preferred parts list for the system he is procuring. These lists are available 
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1 to  contractors either for reference o r  mandatory use in part selection as required by contract. In addition, contractor lists previously developed for a similar project can be useful. 
Oniy parts with good nistories ana substantiai background data shouid be lnciuded on the pre- 
liminary parts list. This is the reason for utilizing other sources of information, such a s  previ- 
ous contractor lists and customer and industry lists, in the initial preparation. One of the prime 
functions of the part program is qualification of these par t s  on the preliminary list or justification 
of selection of available alternates. Qualification of these parts followed by qualification of the 
component designs in which they are applied is the basis for finalization of the project APL, which 
in turn will be the basis for control of parts usage for the project hardware. 
Materials Lists 
A project preliminary materials list (PML) similar in purpose and method to the project pre- 
liminary parts list should be generated simultaneously with it. Designers concerned directly with 
materials (structures , pressure tanks, etc. ) consider parameters much the same as those that 
affect parts selection: stress , loads, environment , fatigue , failure probability, and , of course , 
function. In general, except for strange environments (e. g., nuclear exposure) and special prop- 
erties (e. g., outgassing) , the properties necessary for selection and application are available in 
standard references (e.g., refs. 3, 4, and 7).  
Choice of specifications, stock sizes, and other pertinent limitations should be made and in- 
cluded in the PML in order to promote standardization. It is also convenient and desirable to 
include in the PML the principal material properties, types, forms, and sizes,  and even suitable 
fabrication processes , although a simple identification fulfills the basic intent of the document. 
Environmental properties of importance should be noted o r  a plot or curve of the affected proper- 
ties should be included (see refs. 3, 4, and 8). Materials for selected application only, such as 
flight o r  ground equipment, should be so identified. 
plish the purpose of the PML by using a standard materials selection format (a typical format is 
shown in exhibit A-2) and supplementing it with a separate listing which identifies each material 
with its suitability for specifically defined application categories within the system hardware. 
project APL. 
I 
Often these data are not provided within a single format. In such cases, a project may accom- 
The project PML evolves to the project AML in a manner analogous to the evolution of the 
PROGRAM ACTIVITY AREAS 
Once the basic project and program guidelines are established, the activities of the parts 
and materials program center largely upon the selection of parts and materials and their veri- 
fication in particular applications. This process , extending through the life of the project , 
necessarily involves control of sources (vendors) , specification, and documentation as well as 
testing and support. Of these , selection is functionally the most important , and documentation 
is procedurally the most extensive. Application reviews, of course, provide surveillance over 
all activities and serve as a formal interface with design through their contribution to corre- 
sponding design reviews. These activities will be described under appropriate topics in the 
following subsections. 
PARTS AND MATERIALS SELECTION 
Selection of parts and materials is based upon: 
(1) The functional requirements of the design (derived from system analyses) 
(2) Environmental data reduced from mission to local level 
(3) Reliability estimates of the desired part performance 
(4) Evaluation of the criticality of individual functions 
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Exhibit A-2. Sample page from a preliminary materials list. 
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(5) Quality history available from usage3 
(6) Availability: delivery: and cost of the desired parts 
These criteria are pertinent in every phase of project life. They simply become more precise 
and more complete as the design progresses from concept to hardware. 
Initial selections should be made directly from the preliminary parts and materials lists, 
although this restriction may require early trade-off in such matters as whether a promising 
design concept should be used which will involve the risk of using parts of less known capability. 
These choices may be refined in progressing from concept to breadboard design. Later, when 
the functional design breadboard is complete, a final choice of parts and materials will be nec- 
i 
I 
i 
I essary . 
~ 
Detai l  Design 
In the final stage, the selection of parts for each component should be a coordinated effort of 
the parts and materials specialist, the designer, and the affected packaging group. This requires 
close continuous communication and an effective working relationship. Broadly speaking, the end 
result of this process for all components, in total, will be the development of the approved parts 
list (APL) and the approved materials list (AML), which then become the basis for control of 
parts and materials usages on the project. During the same period the following processes should 
take place: 
(1) Qualification data on parts and materials should be evaluated 
(2) Competing products should be compared for design features and life expectancy 
(3) Failure reports should be analyzed in order to determine their impact on continued 
usage and controls 
(4) Cost, multiple sourcing, and availability should be considered 
It is also here that minimization of parts and materials types must be achieved because it 
cannot be effectively implemented later. This task is best served by close adherence to the APL 
and AML and disciplined justification for all deviations from these lists. 
Selections by  Subcontractors 
Particular attention is needed in parts and materials selection and application, not only by 
the prime contractor but also by second (and lower) tier subcontractors and vendors. Ideally, the 
same disciplines exercised by the prime contractor should be imposed upon subcontractors, and 
lower tier subcontractors should exercise these same disciplines over vendors. Practically, the 
prime contractor ma.y have to be satisfied by an evaluation which indimtes that the subcontrac- 
tor's methods will achieve commensurate results. Selection of "shelf items" to enhance relia- 
bility also poses a dilemma in that the historical data which dictated selection a r e  valid only if 
the shelf-item vendor initially exercised and maintains an adequate parts program complete 
enough to repeat past performance with a high degree of certainty and is maintaining his standards. 
SOURCE SELECTION AND CONTROL 
A corollary function of part and material selection is the selection of the manufacturer and 
source for the item and control of their approval status. The fundamental basis for selection o r  
approval of each manufacturer is qualification of that manufacturer's part to a procurement 
31nformation may be obtained from the contracting NASA installation and from interagency data 
exchange programs such as  IDEP and FARADA. 
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specification adequate to the project's needs. A quality history for each manufacturer is used to 
observe evidence of continuous control or reasons for deletions from the APL or AML. 
Identification of Manufacturer 
The designation of a part should include designation of the manufacturer(s) meeting specifica- 
tion (or project) requirements for that part. A s  the preliminary parts list evolves into an APL, 
manufacturer designation is mandatory. Because of the need for assurance that all parts on the 
project APL are  qualified or proven to project requirements, the list must identify the item not 
only by its generic designation but also by specification number and manufacturer or manufac- 
turer's identification number 
For convenience these source selections should also be documented and controlled through a 
project approved vendor list,  which is normally maintained by the contractor's parts and mate- 
rials group to ensure that manufacturers and vendors of proven capability for each specific part 
are employed. In some procurements, time phasing may not permit full source evaluation when 
early breadboard or  prototype hardware is required. However, experience with a manufacturer 
whose parts have been used during the breadboard or prototype phase and records of his past 
performance a re  particularly valuable in subsequent evaluation and selection of entries for the 
project APL. Generally, it is safer to continue with the source who produced the particular 
design originally qualified if he has maintained continued control over design and process changes 
and has maintained his quality level. 
Control of Manufacturing Source 
In later stages, the contractor should control his procurement operations in order to retain 
the reliability achieved through his part manufacturer and source evaluation. The quality and 
procurement organizations should provide such surveillance, but the parts and materials program 
will contribute to quality program requirements in such areas as original qualification require- 
ments, periodic requalification, and levels of inspection and test. Careful attention must be 
given to all drawing discrepancies, omissions, questions, and negotiations that occur when orders 
are  processed, and equal care must be exercised in monitoring of source inspections during 
production. Each lot procured should be accompanied by documentation identifying the source 
and giving evidence of compliance with the requirements of the applicable specification. 
contractors and their suppliers. In a practical sense, he will satisfy this need through his 
evaluation of the component subcontractors or component vendors ' capabilities and methods in 
his initial procurement, not through detailed monitoring at these lower levels. This aspect of 
a subcontractor's operation should be one of the cri teria for including this subcontractor in the 
prime contractor's approved vendor list. 
Storage and assembly conditions must also be controlled in order to avoid degradation of 
parts and materials. There is greater probability of receiving fresh stocks of the age-critical 
items from a manufacturer than from a distributor, even though the latter delivers bonded stock 
certified to  a standard specification. However, the contractor may buy with more confidence 
from a distributor whose lots a re  identified by date or lot code numbers indicating acceptable 
ages. In some cases, this approach may result in shorter procurement lead time. In all cases,  
contractors and subcontractors must avoid bargain purchases of standard items from unauthor- 
ized sources who have not been evaluated and are not on the project approved vendor list. 
The prime contractor is also responsible for  assuring proper source selections by his sub- 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
U C I L I I I * . C L "  nnf;nit;-rn u YyU"L"~-'-'--- annnifinafinns 01- dra-wings shnidd he used in the procurement of all parts and 
materials. For the sake of economy, reliability, and procurability , existing specifications 
should be employed whenever applicable and adequate. However, when existing specifications do 
not satisfy the system requirements, "add on" modifications or completely new specifications 
must be prepared in accordance with project requirements. These specifications define the 
characteristic capabilities inherent in the part or material as well as the quality controls neces- 
s a r y  to insure adherence of the part o r  material to the specification requirements. 
Terminology 
Specifications should be written in terminology familiar to the applicable parts discipline ; and 
government or industry standard tests and test sequences should be required, where adequate for 
the particular application. In this regard, part specifications should be geared to the capability 
of the part, not to usage requirements, and translated to terms standard to the producing industry. 
Any interpretation necessary to convert mission requirements to part requirements should be 
performed by the systems contractor and put in the purchase specification in conventional part 
capability terms. Similar precautions should also be observed in specifying materials, although 
material procurement is usually less complex and more conventional than part procurement. 
Typical examples a re  as follows: 
(1) A manufacturer's part may be qualified in sinusoidal vibration, even though the mission 
requires resistance to an equivalent random vibration 
(2) A material may be qualified by conventional sinusoidal fatigue testing, even though the 
mission requires random loading 
In order to permit part procurement on an economic and orderly basis, it is essential that the 
part specifications use standard definitions, terminology symbols, and format. It is also impor- 
tant to establish clearly buyer-vendor understanding of the requirements at the time when the 
procurement is placed. It is the prime contractor's responsibility to verify the translation of 
mission requirements into parts requirements. This is usually done by later testing to actual 
mission requirements at a higher level of assembly. 
Acceptance Criteria 
Specifications not only define performance and environmental capabilities of properly made 
parts and materials but also prescribe acceptance techniques in order to ensure their conform- 
ance. The development and inclusion of acceptance criteria are necessary for defining supplier 
requirements as well as for receiving inspection. Quality assurance provisions, including 
selection of tests and establishing levels for parts qualification or evaluation, screening, and 
lot acceptance, a r e  a major portion of the specification. Where these requirements a re  special, 
however, the contractor must be prepared to pay for added control procedures demanded by his 
new or  modified specifications. 
Purchase specifications are finalized as soon as acceptance cri teria can be identified, since 
the parts requirements cri teria are  fixed and represent the capabilities of the selected part. 
However, the fact that a part has been qualified to meet specified environmental and performance 
requirements as a part does not of itself qualify that part for use in any specific application. The 
final approval df use of the part in a particular application must wait until local s t ress  and envi- 
ronmental levels have been established and appropriate derating and safety factors have been 
applied and confirmed through qualification testing of the component. In effect, this is the "quali- 
fication" of the use of a part in a particular application and is the essence of application review 
described in this document. 
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TESTING 
The performance capability as  well a s  the quality of parts and materials must be supported by 
sufficient test data. In order to restrain costs and to keep the total test effort within manageable 
proportions, full use must be made of existing data from established data banks, previous in- 
house tests, and vendor tests. Of course, when existing data a re  used, the objectivity of these 
data and their valid relevance to the intended new application should be judged carefully. If exist- 
ing data are inadequate, evaluation o r  qualification tests will be necessary. 
Special Environmental Verification Tests 
The basic purposes of these tests at part level are: 
(1) To determine suitability of parts and materials for their application 
(2) To establish special environmental criteria for acceptance 
Initial testing in these categories is required for parts and materials selection and procurement. 
During the life of a program, the need for additional parts o r  materials testing may arise at 
unpredictable intervals. Examples are:  
(1) Component or higher assembly design changes 
(2) Part design change (by vendor) 
(3) New or alternate vendor evaluation (i. e., change of source for procurement) 
(4) Special requirements (unanticipated environment o r  exposure, particularly an environ- 
ment not normally covered by existing parts o r  materials specifications (such as sterili- 
zation gases or radiation) 
(5) Unexpected failure(s) of specified part o r  component 
Acceptance Testing 
Once the capability of the parts and materials has been verified, acceptance testing is re- 
quired in order to assure that the inherent capability is retained throughout manufacture and 
delivery. Various screening tests o r  sampling plans may be used (e. g., the 100 percent screen- 
ing and burn-in in space projects). The extent and method of testing are  dependent upon the 
prevalent failure mode of the part o r  material, the quantity being procured, and the acceptable 
risk o r  level of reliability required. 
In-House Versus Vendor or "Outside" Testing 
When such additional testing is required, the advantages and disadvantages of contractor in- 
house testing must be weighed against the possible economy of testing by part manufacturers, 
customer, or outside laboratories. Differences in schedules should also be considered in the 
decision. 
The possible advantages of in-house testing are:  
(1) Direct communication with design and application personnel 
(2) A gain in understanding of part characteristics by project personnel 
(3) Assurance in the objectivity of the data, particularly when indirect results must be 
interpreted 
The practical difficulties of in-house testing are: 
(1) Possible schedule limitations 
(2) The availability of suitable test facilities and experienced personnel 
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(3) The additional burden of failure analysis and evaluation of test results by parts and 
materials specialists 
Regardless of whether this additional testing is done by the contractor in-house or  performed by 
the vendor or  an outside agency, it should be planned to complement the total project testing 
program and to validate the project parts selection. 
SUPPORT 
Support activities for the parts and materials program extend beyond design to include: 
(1) Participation in failure investigations 
(2) Conduct of failure analyses at part level 
(3) Determination of failure rates or life experience during the test and use of the hardware 
Failure rates and specific failure experience during testing of developmental models and end 
items supply the basis for reliability predictions for the operational hardware. If this experience 
is appreciably different from original prediction, the impact upon the program may be great. 
Therefore, failure data should be monitored closely to yield the earliest indication of reliability 
trends. 
port activities at subcontractor plants can become a greater task for the prime contractor than 
in-house support. This is particularly true when high reliability is required and the corrective 
action for any failure receives great emphasis. Neglecting this participation, however, is a risk 
which the contractor cannot afford to take. 
For  large systems, the coordination of and participation in subcontractor parts program sup- 
DOCUMEN TATION 
A large volume of data pertinent to the parts and materials program must be accumulated and 
organized during the life of a project. These data are  derived from the following three basic 
sources: 
(1) Design groups. Designers, system engineers, and environmental specialists provide --
data on physical, functional, and environmental requirements which the components 
and parts must meet 
trade-off decisions (cost and weight vs .  reliability), failure mode and effects data, and 
reliability status information. 
Parts and materials group. 
materials capability. It also develops the preferred and approved parts and materials 
lists. 
Data from the first two groups provide specialized information on parts and materials applica- 
tions requirements. Some of this information is based on parts capability data4 supplied by the 
parts and materials group; other requirements data are generated by them directly. All  this 
information must be incorporated in the total project parts and materials documentation. Such 
documentation is essential to application reviews and design reviews. 
I (2) Reliability group. These personnel provide apportioned reliability goals, data for 
, 
(3) This group provides generic and test data on parts and -- 
It is also vital to the 
4Where existing parts and materials cannot withstand the component’s environmental require- 
ments, the component must be designed to provide necessary environmental protection; e .  g., 
thermal control or  shock cushioning. 
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initial selection of parts and materials, to the subsequent verification of parts and materials appli- 
cation in the system, and, later,  to the evaluation of these or similar parts and materials for new 
applications. 
Efficiency in Documentation 
The data required for a parts and materials application review a re  not new or additional. They 
are necessarily generated in a thorough design task to make parts and materials selections on a 
sound basis. The only effort necessary in order to avoid additional cost in this area is to devise 
at the beginning of the project a single data-recording format which presents the data in a manner 
that serves the purposes of both the part (or material) selection worksheet and the part (or mate- 
rial) application review data sheet. 
principal items of this documentation a re  capability data, design parameter limits, s t ress  and 
dissipation levels, environmental limits, and reliability estimates for each part or component as 
a basis for selection. Any format which provides this is acceptable. The typical forms shown 
in exhibit 1 are  representative of worksheets for part selection which can later be used for appli- 
cation reviews. The use of such forms is extremely valuable even on programs where formal 
application reviews are  not a requirement, since they enable the designer himself to perform a 
better job of parts and materials selection. 
r ials application problems, and test program outputs which yield information at the part level 
must be added to the documentation in order to reflect actual performance. Normally this is 
accomplished by way of the contractor's failure reporting and corrective action system, and its 
status may be indicated (by a "test status" coding) on the project APL and AML. Similar trouble 
and failure documentation requirements should be imposed on first-tier subcontractors and on 
lower tiers which produce critical components. Manufacturers' test results should also be filed 
and, where practicable, vendor data should be consolidated with in-house data. Further, data 
analysis requirements should be established in order to detect trends, and the analysis should be 
kept current as test  results accumulate in order to permit effective use in future applications. 
Failure data are  useful in parts selection and control activities. The parts documentation activity 
should continue through design into production and operation in order to provide a complete and 
accurate source of parts and materials data which will serve as a basis for the advancement of 
starting points of parts program activity on future projects. 
Selection worksheets may vary in form among projects and organizations. However, the 
At later stages of development, failure and failure analysis data, reports of parts and mate- 
Project Approved Parts and Materials L is ts  
Control of parts lists. A s  used here, the term 7fproject-approved parts list" (or APL) de- 
notes a composite project listing which incorporates all electronic and electromechanical (also 
many purely mechanical) parts called out on all the various component and higher assembly 
---- 
5These forms can either be used directly or be transformed into data summaries, the choice 
depending on the depth of application review needed for the component in question. The "DOCU- 
mentation" subsection of chapter 3 ,  '?Functions of Application Review," describes these require- 
ments in more detail and contains representative formats for summary sheets to be used in the 
application review. The same kind of information also appears in the preferred and approved 
parts lists, with increasing completeness. Preparation of these lists is also a documentation 
requirement which can be supported effectively through the worksheet format. 
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1 Exhibit 2 shows a typical format for a project APL. An AML format, though differing in detail, 
would be designed to  provide materials information analogous to  the parts information provided 
by the APL. 
61n some situations, the term llapproved parts list" is used to designate a list of "approvedf1 
parts furnished early in project life for use by designers in selecting parts. In this document, 
lists of that type are described either as llcustomer preferred1' or "project preliminary , I 1  since 
such l ists  do not take into account the proper use of the parts in specific project applications. 
'This may prove less practical for the AML. 
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EFFECTS OF APPLICATION REVIEW 
As a source of a basic design review input, the primary role of application review is design 
assurance. However, in measuring the adequacy of parts and materials selections for each com- 
ponent, the application review function also gives a measure of the success of the parts and 
materials program in meeting its own goals. As an additional effect, the mere existence of a 
requirement for application review exerts an indirect disciplinary (technical) influence on the 
parts and materials function as well as other interrelated project functions throughout the project 
life cycle. Thus, application review not only serves to support the design review activity but is 
also an important element in a closed-loop parts and materials program. 
c 
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